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FOREWORD

Economic:, and energy are topics of interest to students and teachers

alike. They both affect our daily lives, influence how we live and have

significant impacts on how our children will live. Since economic

education was mandated by the Florida legislature, many attempts have been

made to integrate the free enterprise and consumer education objectives

with the traditional content of the social studies curriculum. SOLAR

ECONOMICS: A Teacher's Guide, is a collection of instructional units built

around the state objectives using solar energy as a unifying theme. Not

all Ole objectives are covered. Teachers can modify the units to Include

the additional objectives if they wish to do so.

This Guide is not intended to be a directory of solar technology.

There is an abundance of references on the various aspects of solar energy

applications. Our intention is to show teachers (and their students) that

some technologies are cost effective now and economics is a useful tool to

compare them with conventional energy sources. Much of the material in

this Guide came from SOLAR ENERGY AND THE FINANCIAL COMMUNITY and copies

are available from the Florida Solar Energy Center. The Florida Solar

Energy Center has an abundance of materials that are very useful to

teachers. Some of these are reproduced in this book; others may be

obtained by writing the Center:

We hope you enjoy using these materials and wall provide us with

feedback and suggeLtions fcr adlltinnal units. Please duplicate any of the

information contained in this book and use it with your classes.
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1. COMPETITION

OBJECTIVES: A. 5. Define competition as the effort of two or more
parties to secure the business of a third party.

A. 6. Describe sdine ways in which competition bz.nefits the

consumer.

MATERIALS: Solar equipment advertisements._

ACTIVITIES:

1. Ask students what it means "To compete."

2. Ask them to list examples of competition in school settings.

3. Select one or more examples and ask them to list the advantages and
disadvantages of such competition.

4. Tell them that our free enterprise system is based upon competition.
Ask them to give examples and to list the advantages and disadvantages
of such a competitive system.

S. Using their knowledge and feelings about competition, ask them to
study the solar equipment advertisement and explain its purpose and
characteristics...in light of our competitive free enterprise system.

6. With students (and their parents?) list the benefits of solar energy
as a competitive energy source, and of competition among producers of

solar equipment in America.

1
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2. SOLAR WORKERS

OBJECTIVE: C. 10. Define labor force as people employed or seeking
employment.

HATERIALS: Student Handout: Employment

ACTIVITIES:

1. Ask students to jot down the meaning of the following terms:
WORK WORKER LABOR LABORER EMPLOYMENT FORCE

Discuss these terms with the students to get common meanings. Stress
labor and labor force.

2. Discuss the importance of tht labor force in any economic activity.
Detail some of the features of a quality work force: for example,
education and training, attitude toward work, skills, numbers of
workers available in an area, etc.

3. Ask students to read the handout on Employment. Discuss the needs for a
labor force in solar energy in Florida. What are the kilids of workers
needed. How can we get such workers trained and ready?

4. Call or write the vocutional education center, community college, and
university in your area for information on training for solar energy
Jobs.

-13ti



STUDENT HANDOUT
SOLAR EMPLOYMENT

The major energy-producing?and energy-usingindustries of the U.S.
consume one-third of this natidn's onergy but provide .only 10 percent of
the nation's jobs. Capital investment per employee irr petooleum and public
utility industries is $108,000 and $105,500 respectively--alsee times the
average capital investment per job in other industries.

"Many analysts argue that energy growth is crucial to a seduction in
employment. In reality, the purpose of what we commonly call 'energy' is

to reduce the need for human labor, exacerbating the problem of providing
jobs for a growing labor force. Industry has increased its ouptut by
,drawing on the apparently limitless supplies of fossil fuels while shrink-.
ing its labor force. As the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment
has commented, 'the national energy pol.cy of the last several decades has
been to replace human labor as rapidly as possible with petroleum energy.'
Thus the same practices which are creating.-the energy shortage have also
been responsible for the shortage of jobs." The above quote was taken from
Leon Rodberg's Em2loyment Impact of the Solar Transitioni which was pre-
pared for the Joint Economic Committee, U.S. Congressc 1979.

In contrast, the application of solar energy is labor-intensive; a
transition to solar energy from nonrenewable fossil fuels should produce an
Increase in employment.

Demand for qualified mechanics and technicians in the re-emerging
solar industry is alreadY developing ail, at current growth trends, may
soon create a serious manpower shortage. Government, industry and labor
organizations foresee a potential shortage of skilled solar Installers
necessary for President Carter's projection of 2.5 million solar installa-
tions by 1985. FSEC estimates that there are 43,000 solar system existing
in Florida--11,0C0 of them installed in 1979 alone. Solar installations in
Florida could exceed 300,000 by 19C5 and 2 million by the year 2000, given
proper incentives.

A 40 percent increase withir a tecade in the number of solar energy
scientists, engineers and rf....:4!.dcians was projeLted in 1976 by the Energy

Research and Development Administrat oi However, many in the solar field
believe that the proiecticn waS too conservative. The rise in the number
of practit,toners paralleled the dramatic rise during the last two years
in the number o! earchers.

A MITRE Co, tion study predicted a $10 billion pplied solar energy
industry by the late 1980s. It is anticipated that most of the jid)s
created by ,he solar industry's growth will relate to construction and
conversion rather than research. The training required for these jobs is
expected to be short term and/or a modification of existing programs.
However, it would be erroneous to assume that the existing trades
shift from conventional heating and cooling applications without some
degree of formal training in the technology.
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"In an era where the private corpArate economy seems ivcapable of
creating sufficient, employment, responsibility for job creation increas-
ingly falls to be public decisions. In this context, a significant ad-
vantage acciues to apy energy source that can-..elaim that it is e:-,senti.il to

increasing employment."
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3. LABOR FORCE

OBJECTIVE: C. 10. Define labor force as people employed or seeking
employment.

KATERIALS: None_

ACTIVITIES-

1. Have students research the solar industry and products produced.

a. Kinds of manufactured products

b. Locations of manufacturers, addresses

c. Location of distributors

2. Have students write to manufacturers using a list of prepared
questions. Have studentst list questions to be answered. Samples:

a. What are the materials used to manufacture your product?

b. Describe the processes through which these materials become your
product.

c. How many people are involved in each manufacturing process?
Total number of people employed?

d. What skills are needed by these employees engaged in each
process?

e. Is your company hiring new employees?

f. Do you find applicants for positions trained or educated for the
required tasks?

g. If not, do you have a training program??

h. How do you predict your work force needs?

i. Get production history and project estimates of future pro-
duction.

How are products distributed?

k. When (if ever) are you overstocked?

I. Why? Ramification?

3. If there are local distributors for the products, have students visit
the distributor and determine:



a. Amount of sales in past year

b. Projected sales

C. Compare information from manufacturers and distributors as to pro-
jected future sales.

d. Have students pretend to be custom?rs (consumers) and have a
salesman give his sales talk.

e. Have students discuss and evaluate sales talk.

f. Find out how many people are employed in selling this product/these
products.

g. What skills are necessary. ,

h. Get employment history of present salesmen. Were they previously
in related work or were trained to do this work?

4. Evaluation: Divide class into groups.

1. Manufacturers (select a student to represent a plant supervisor
who has responsibility for products).

a. Have at least one person to represent one employee engaged
in each one of the manufacturing processes.

b. Have each student explain his job.

2. Distributors (select a student to act as distributor).

a. Have at least one person to act as salesman.

b. Have at least one person to act as deliveryman.

c. Have at least one person to act as repairman.

5. Have students prepare and role play the manufacturing and distribution
process.

t
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4. CONSUMER GOODS

OBJECTIVE: Define consumer goods as items that are capable of satisfying
a human want.

MATERIALS: Window Treatment for Energy Conservation, by R. McCluney

ACTIVITIES:

1. Consumer goods are items made to be purchased by consumers - anyone
with buying power. These items are for personal needs: clothing,
food, shelter.

2. ... and personal wants ... other possessions that a consumer decides
to pay money for: boat, car, pets, television, air conditioning,
window awnings.

3. Research definition of consumer goods in related text.

4. Windows are built into our homes (our shelter) as a standard accessory
today. Yet they are not always placed on a wall with ultimate cooling,
heating, ventilation and illumination in mind. Read "Window Treatment
for Energy Conservation."

5. Given the definition of consumer goods and the handout 'Window Treat-
ment for Energy Conservation," the student will sketch his/her home...
plot north, east, south, and west on the sketch...trace the sun's path
over the home during a weekend day...analyze the window's placement...
determine whether the purchase of awnings, window film, exterior roll
blinds, or shutters (as consumer goods) would satisfy the human want
of comfort inside the home.

8



Endow Treatment for
Energy Conservation
by W R. McCluney

The purpose of this Energy Note is to give the nen-
tecrnical reader a clear look at windowshow to
get the most tram them in cooling, heating. vertilat-
ing and illuminating the home. Although most of the
points are applicable anywhere in the country,
emphasis is on summer solar heat gain expe-
rienced in buildings in the Sun Belt, especially in
Flonda.

Two very common features of southern open living
style are large window areas to let the light and
breezes In. and shading devices or window films to
keep the hot sunshine out. While we do not delve
into window sizing, because it relates only to new
construction or remodeling, we do have something
to say about design guidelines and strategies.
Much attention is given to shading devices and
window films, as they represent feasible steps for
existing buildings.

In winter, windows should seal tightly and allow
the sun to enter the building without glare but pre-
vent heat loss to the outside by conduction. For the
warmer seasons they would be operable to let
breezes in, they should keep solar heat out while still
allawing light for illumination.

One window far all reasons and seasons is hardly
a practical expectation. Large windowed openings
for maximum view and solar illumination of the inte-
rior might be nice on a summer day, but so would
small ones to minimize heat gain in a building. In
winter, large but well-insulated openings facing the
sun provide both illumination and direct solar heat-
ing with a minimum of glare. But at night these open-
ings should be sealed and insulated tightly it they
are to prevent heat escape.

Thus, the best ane can have will be a compromise
combination of these competing features. It is pcs-
sible to design a wonder window complete with
continuously adjustable shutters or louvers, reflec-
tive films, exterior shading devices, and removable
insulating plugs that would meet all the above
requirements. Such a window would, in principle,
save considerable energy and perform well It would,
in fact, cost a lot of money arid demand a bit of
maintenance.

Window Design Guidelines
following are same Florida window design guide-

lines for optimum cooling, heating, ventilating and
illumination:

i To minimize infiltration energy losses in winter
and summer, and to maximize ventilation con-
trol at other times, all windows should be apen-

able, with easy4o-operate mechanisms far can-
trolling milli:3w. When closed, they shauld seal
tightlya feature aften lacking in jalausie windows.

2. Double-pane windows with an insulating air
space sealed tightly between the panes of glass
or plastic resist conductive heat transfer. (In the
relatively mild Florida climate, well-insulated and
sealed single-pane windows may be adequate,
especially if heating and oir conditioning are
seldom used.) Window frames should be made
of poor heat conducting material such as wood
or plastic. If made of metal (a good heat con-
ductor) they should contain "thermal breaks."
These are insulating sections built into the win-
dow frame to block heat conduction through it
(Figure 1). When window shopping, always ask
about frame design Have the salesman show
you haw his window minimizes conductive heat
transfer with dual panes and thermal breaks.
Make sure that the window seals tightly when
closed.
Sliding glass doors rival jalousies' inability to seal
tightly, and they often lack thermal breaks.

Doublepane glass
,

Insulating Thermal Break

!

4

\ /
Metal Frame

Figure 1
Window frame section showing thermal breaks.

3 Figure 2 shows that the sun is much higher over-
head at naon in the summer than in the winter,
also that it rises and sets north of east and north
of west in summer, and south of east and south
of west in winter These sun paths are important
to design and placement of windows and shad-
ing devices.



Noon

Winter Altitude

Figure 2
Sun path diagrams.

Window Design Strategies
I A southern window exposure with proper goof

overhang (Figure 3) provides shade from the hot
midday summer sun but lets solar heat enter in
winter. (Roof overhang design for southern, east-
ern and western exposures is contained in Flor-
ida Solar Energy Center Design Notes, Concepts
in Passive Design #1 and #2, by Philip W. Fafrey

2 A northern window exposure provides excellent,
and cool, illumination. The small amounts of
direct sunshine reaching these windows from
the early morning and late afternoon summer
sun comes at such an angle that very little heat
enters the building Judicious use of northern
window exposure is particularly sue ad to south-
ern Florida's brief heating season and lengthy-
cooling seasan.

3 Windows facing east or west (or south without
adequate roof overhangs) demand some exte-
rior shading for praper energy management
from trees, shrubs or trellis vines that tend to lose
their leaves in winter, ar from awnings or shutters

,
Retrofit Options

Much can be done to minimize energy costs
when designing a building from scratch, but options
for existing buddings are more limited Thus, with
windows and sliding glass doors which are poorly
oriented or lack adequate overhangs the problem
graws

Replacement or repair of poor energy performing
windows is an obvious first step Permanently closed
windows should be replaced with operable ones,
jalousies should be replaced with better-sealing
units, thought should be given to double-pane win-
dows if much space conditioning is used, and
caulking can do wonders to stop air leaks through
some window frame designs Storm windows and
doors also greatly increase efficiency

Summer Altitude

Although a shadina device eflects a lot of sun-
shine, it also absorbs a lot of it and gets hot, thus, a
shading device's purpose is partially defeated if it is
indoors.

Among the many types of exterior shading devi-
ces are louvered insect screens which allow a view
of the outside yet block direct sunshine, and metal
or canvas awnings (Figure 4) Some canvas awn-
ings can be rolled up and down as required Exterior
shading vanes or louvers permanently fixed in place
in the building facade are common in the tropics

Rod blinds, generally of hollow ar insulation-filled
slat construction, can have small spaces between
the slats to allow some filtered sunlight to enter the
window They are available in motorized or hand-
operated models (operated from the inside) (Fig-
ure 5 )

4.-- South

NAkel,AAL %,AA kitiAA t4/1

Figure 3
Seasonal shading performance of south-facing

roof overhangs.
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Window shutters aboundthe Sorosota, the Baha-
mo (or Bimini), the split. side-hinged type; ond the
Side-sliding shutter (Figure 6) All con be effectrve.

The publicofion Windows for Energy Efficient Build-
ings, Vol 1, Nos 1 ond 2. is chock full of informoticn
of oll kinds of window products ond is avoiloble from
Lawrence Berkeley Locoorotoiy, 1 Cyclotron Rood,
Berkeley, CA 94720

Roller Awning
(setf-stonng)

1111od Awning

Venetian Awning Hip Roof Awning
(east or west exposures) (for casement windows)

Slatted Aluminum Sohd Aluminum

Figure 4
Types of awnings.

Window Films
Exterior shoding devices cre preferable to window

films (or coatings) for reducing heot goin becouse
they prevent direct sunshine from reaching the
window pone in the first ploce A properly designed
shode should be oble to block oll direcrroys from
the sun but still odmit enough indirect ond diffuse
light for illumination Since film typicolly reduces
heot goin, smoller windows might be preferoble to
film from o heot stondpoint, but the cost of replocing
the sun-facing windows in o building could be
prohibdive, which scores onother point for exterior
shoding

11

Figure 5
Exterior roll blind. Horizontal slats are encased in
an edge frame. Blind rolls up into enclosure at top

of window by motor or interior hand operation.

However, there moy be times when window film is.
Oesiroble, for oesthetic, orchitecturol, or eConomic
reosons Slightly tinted window films con effectively
reduce the glore resulting from excessive window
brightness (Properly designed exterior shodes con
occomplish the some purpose with better overoll
energy performonce ) Most films ore less expensive
than mony of the recommended exterior shoding
devices When o new type of spectrolly-selective film
becomes ovoiloble (which selects more Of the sun's
light ond less of its heot for tronsmission), the obove
c ntic isms con be reloxed This new film. when it per-
forms well, is expected to tronsmit neorly twice os
much light os it does heot

Sorosoto Shutters
Rolling Shutters

Bahomo Shutters

Figure 6
Types of shutters.

Sidehinged Shutters



It is difficult to design a direct contact window film
that can withstand being repeatedly taken off and
put back on to suit the season, but a solution to the
seasonal problem is now available from several
manufacturers (Ref 8). This product is a sort of Inte-
rior storm window for use in warm climates. It seals
tightly against the inside of the regular window,
trapping an insulating "dead air" space in between
The summer version could be coated with a reflec-
tive material hopefully spectrally selective. The win-
ter version should be highly transparent to admit
maximum light and heat into the budding but .still
provide the Insulating advantage ofa double-pane
window. In the ventilating season, the interior storm
window would be removed. These devices offer a
very cost-effective alternative to replacing jalousie
windows.

Summary
In general, exterior shading devices do the best

Job of protecting windows from direct sunshine As
an alternative, windowfilms can reduce the summer
air conditioning load The reflective type of film is
superior to the absorptive, and the new spectrally-
telective films should be better than both of those.
For the best energy control, film should be used only
in the summer, when air conditioning is needed.

Film is most effective when applied to the outside
of the window; however, exposure to the elements
causes rapid deterioration. Intenor installation,usu-
ally recommended by manufacturers, does not sig-
nificantly affect film's relative performance.

(Editor's Note. Mr. Fairey's Design Notes on roof
overhangs, Concepts In Passive Design #1 and #2,
are available free of charge from the Florida Solar
Energy Center, 300 State Road 401, Cape Canav-
eral, FL 32920.)

12
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5. ENERGY SCARCITY AND CHOICE

OBJECTIVES: D. 14. Identify why scarcity requires choices.

K. 49. Define consumers as users of goods and services.

MATERIALS: Student Handout: Decision-Making

ACTIVITIES:

1. The world's supply of fossil fuels--coal, oil, gas is strictly
limited. If current consumption patterns continue, shortages and
exhaustion of supply will occur within students' lifetimes. Hopes for
discoveries of new fossil fuel deposits of sufficient magnitude to
alter these statements are false hopes. Alternative energy sources
are already nearly fully exploited, involve energy and environmental
trade-offs which would themselves demand significant changes in human
life systems, or assume improbable technological breakthroughs.
Ask students to explain why the "energy crisis" is a material of
scarcity or shortage in supply.

2. Liken the shortage of declining fossil resources and their rising
costs, ask students to read the handout "Decision Making." Discuss
the choices--and the probability of self-interested decisions by the
public (choice number 7).
For most people, five provides more satisfaction than four and seven
provides more satisfaction than six. Regardless of what others may
do, the individual's rational decision would be to use energy un-
caringly. Since the same logic applies to most people, the likely
outcome is conclusion five: continued heavy energy use and the rapid
onset of a real crisis.

This kind of decision situtation has been recognized as widespread in
human social affairs and has been called The Prisoners' Dilemna (based
on the work of Dr. Ben Gorman, University of Florida, Gainesville).
In this "game," players who act selfishly will always "win" (receive
greater satisfactions or goods) compared to participants who make
altruistic decisions. The net effect will almost invariably be that
most players act selfishly, and the whole group or system is worse off
than if all had acted altruistically.

This logic can only be short-circuited by changes in the considera-
tions, or structure of the game. In this partiCular case, the most
plausible alteration involves rewriting consideration three. That is,

government or some other institution (not the individual decision
makers) must force contingencies on individuals for heavy consumption.

In policy terms, attempts to influence citizen behavior and consumer's
decisions will be more effective if they restructure the cost benefit
factors implicated in these decisions, rather than attempting to
manipulate the logic of the de'zision process. Specifically, instead
of brainwashing people to regulate tlieir thermostats, change the tax
and charge structure of fuel so that thermostat regulation becomes a
selfishly sensible choice, or re-engineer thermostats so that there is
no individual choice.

13
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3. Have students work out a simple plan, which preserves human freedom,
but "changes the game" to promote conserving behavior.



STUDENT HANDOUT

GENERAL CO);KBERATION 1.

GENERAL CONSIDERATION 2.

GENERAL CONSIDERATION 3.

DECISION MAKING

If heavy consumption causes an energy crisis, the
material quality of life will be severly degraded.

If conservation of energy is gererally practiced,
the material quality of life can be sustained with
fairly high satisfaction levels f^r everyone.

Heavy individual consumption provides high peraonal
satisfactions in the individuil's material quality of
life beyond the general satisfaction level.

STRATEGIC CONCLUSION 4 If conservation is generally practiced, and if I also
conserve, then I will enjoy average satisfac-
1:.ion.

STRATECIC CONCLUSION 5. If conservation is generally practiced, and if I con-
same heavily, then I will enjoy the average high
satisfactions of consideration two, above, plus the
individual bonus satisfactions in consideration three.

STRATEGIC CONCLUSION 6. If widespread heavy consumption occurs, and if I prac-
tice conservation, then I will suffer the same loss of
satisfaction as everyone else, according to considera-
tion one.

STRATEGIC CONCLUSION 7. If widespread heavy consumption occurs, and if I am

also a heavy consumer, then I will suffer the same
loss of satisfactions as everyone else (consideration
one). In the meanwhile I will have enjoyed th?
higher individual satisfactions (consideration three).

Read each "general consideration" laying out the context of our situation.
Then, decide on the one "strategic conclusion" you would choose to follow.
Be prepared to discuss your reasons.

15
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6. ENERGY RESOURCES

OBJECTIVES: D. 15. Identify energy resources.

D. 22. Identify how energy factors affect the cost and
availability of goods and services.

MATERIALS: Student Handout 1:
Student Handout 2:
Student Handout 3:
Student Handout 4:

ACTIVITIES:

Present & Future Fnergy Sources
Energy in Florida
Energy Scenario in-Florida
U.S. Energy Consumption

1. Take common objects in the classroom which are being "consumed." Ask
what energy was used to get it from raw materials to product in the
classrdom. (See Energy To Burn, 16 mm film available in film libra-

ries). Samples:

a. Melvin's leather shoe; b. Sally's pad of paper; c. Carlos' steel

lunch box; d. Juanita's plastic beads...

2. Ask students how education might be different if the cost of energy
doubled or tripled tomorrow (e.g., energy costs in raw materials,
transportation, manufacturing, higher costs = higher salaries needed =

higher taxes? and so forth).

3. Ask them what would happen to the cost of Melvin's shoe, Sally's
paper, Carlos' lunch and lunch box, etc.

4. Review the sources of energy discussed in Student Handouts 1, 2, and
4. Review the consumption of energy by sector. What are the differ-

ences between Florida and the United States? Explain the differences.

5. How will foreign oil embargos affect Florida? the United States?
Review Handout 3. How do rapidly rising prices of energy affect the

cost of goods and services? Why does this happen?

6. Design a plan of action for Florida to relieve these problems...
Explain your plan of action.
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STUDENT HANDOUT 1

PRESENT AND FUTURE ENERGY SOURCES

ENERGY SOURCE DEVEiOPHENT STATUS AND PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE USE*

FOSSIL FUELS
..

!XCLEAR

GEOTHERMAL

SOLAR ENERGY

Petroleum Now widely used. Domestic production @ 9 million
barrels per day (mbd), due to increase to 10 mbd;
currently import @ 8.4 mdb. Enhanced recovery
methods now in use. Supplies limited. Possibly .

depleted in 30 to 40 years.

Natural Gas Now widely used. U.S. consumption of 20 trillion
cubic feet per year; 95 percent produced domes-
tically, small imports from Canada and Mexico.
Construction of new pipeline from Alaska likely.
A non-renewable resource. Such promising synthetic
gas technologies as coal-derived gas, though not
currently used, appear to offer increasing energy
source.

Coal Use increasing. Some difficulty in extracting.
U.S. has an estimated 27 percent of world's coal
resources. Distribution system weak. Some
environmental problems. Slated to replace oil
for electrical generation. Effort in progress
to produce synthetic fuels from coal.

Now in limited use. Fissionable fuel is limited.
Currently 12 percent of U.S. electrical supply
provided by nuclear. Reactor orders have declined
in past years. Radioactive waste '.torage, trans-
portation, and d.isposal are long-term problems
for this industry.

Now in limited use. Exploration continues for
suitable sites. Future development thought
to be limited.

Hydro- Now in use. Provides 4 to 5 percent of total
electric U.S. electrical power for Pacific Northwest.

Incentives for small-scale (low-head) hydro
are now in progress. Number of sites for
future development is limited.

Wind Now in limited use. Many demonstration projects
functioning.

Heating and Now in use, growth rate dramatic particularly fur
Cooling domestic hot water systems. Commercial uses

growing. Both active and passive systems have
unlimited fuel supply. Initial costs-,greater

than those for conventional heating systems.

17
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Photovol-
taics

(Solar
Cells)

Biomass

Direct conversion of sunlight to electricity.
In limited use. Cost-effective in limited
remote applications. Costs have been reduced
dramatically but not enough to compete with
current electrical costs.

Energy produced from plant matter. In limited

use. Wood burning increasing in all areas of
the country. In the last year, 2.5 million
wood stoves hove been sold in the United States.
R&D effort in pyrolysis (decomposition of organic
matter by heating),biophotolysis (simulating
photosynthesis), and fermentation among other
processes is being supported.

Ocean Energy derived from oc-.an temperature differen-

Thermal Lials. Now in experimental stages:
Energy Conversion
(OTEC)

Solar Steam-generating plant using concentrators

Thermal (heliostats) to boil wajer in a central power

Electric tower. Now in experimental stages.
Systems

Solar Satellites with large photovoltaic arrays, which
Satellites would beam electricity to earth via microwaves.

Now in conceptual stages.

18
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ENERGY RESOURCES

Student Handout 2: Energy In Florlda...-

Percentage of Total Energy Consump-
ton by -irimary Energy Type. 1980
Florida United

States

Petroleum
45 0%

In 1980, the State depended on petroleum and natural gas for almost 80 percent of its energy
needs, petroleum constituted 63 9 percent of the total consumption of primary energy This
contrasted with the United States as a whole, which used petroleum and natural c,as for ap-
proximately 69 percent of its energy needs, with only 45 percent of primary energy con-
sumption being petroleum.

Total Consumption Florida 2,459.3 trillion Btu
U.S 76,270.0 trillion Btu

Parcentagle of TotN Ensrey
Consumption by Sector-192-0

United
States

Industrial
40 1%

Commercial
14 Cr,

Residential
21 5%

Trans
pertation

24 3:: /
The consumption of energy in Florida differsfrom that of the country as a whole. The vans-
portation sector is the largest energy consuming sector in thn State In 19R0, transportat1:-)n
accounted for 34 7 percent of energy use in Florida, but only 24 4 perc?.n' of the nation's
While over 40 percent of the country's total energy consumption was in the industrial sector,
industry accounted tor less than 20 percent of energy use in Honda

19
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STUDENT HANDOUT 3

ENERGY SCENARIO IN FLORIDA

The end of the '70s saw the end of an era of cheap and abundant energy.
John Searingen, chairman of Standard Oil of Indiana has warned that "Pith the
advent of the 1980s, we enter an era of high energy prices, tight energy
supplies, and chronic world wide shortages."

The nation's conventional and alternative energy sources are limited.
Florida's energy problem is more acute because the state has an energy-
intensive economy without significant fossil fuel resources.

Florida's energy supply is critically dependent on foreign oil and the
stability of the international oil market. Fossil fuels are becoming scarce.
The only constant in today's energy picture is the rising price of every
major source of energy.

World oil production probably will pelk between 1985 and 2000; oil
production in the United States reached its peak in 1970. Based on esti-
mates of fossil fuel resources within the state, Florida could support its
cwn energy demands for leer; than one year.

The 1973 oil embargo brought with it the first realization that supply
diffiCulties lay ahead. Yet, our economy today is still based on these
depleting resources. Oil and gas, the two fuels which are in shortest
supply, prov.ide 85 percent of Florida's energy needs. These fuels are
most likely to experience the sharpest peice increases. Few states, other
than producing ones, have as high a degree of petroleum dependency as Florida.

Forecasts of energy consumption in Florida show our petroleum dependency
increasing through 1990. Electricity consumption in Florida has been doubling
approximately every eight years. If this continues, Floridians will increase
consumption of electricity in the next eight years by as much as it has in-
creased since the advent of electricity.

Florida does have an abundant natural energy source which is not being -

used to full advantage--sunshine. The only region in the nation with more
solar energy than Florida is the desert southwest. Solar is a renewable,
clean source of energy whose price and availability are not subject to
manipulation by other nations. It is becoming increasingly obvious tha/%
the best approach to alleviating our energy problems is to combine vigorous
energy conservation efforts with a serious commitment to the development of
alternative resources, especially renewable resources.

An important part of the solution to the energy shortage is conservation.
In order to hold the demand for energy to an annual growth rate of 2 percent
or less, current gasoline consumption must be reduced by 10 percent, and
90 percent of existing homes and all new buildings will need to be insulaied.

Among the several categories of conservation are some that require lit'..le
or no cost outlay, while others may be expensive to implement. Some may require
a chang in individual lifestyle. They al will positively affect our depleting
energy supply.

20
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ENERGY RESOURCES

Student Handout 4: U.S. Energy Production and Consumption

1981 Production
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Nuclear
Other 0.2%

1981 Consumption

Coal
22%

Natural Gas
27%

43%
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7. SUBSTITUTION

OBJECTIVE: D. 19. Identify how substitutions can be used when a resource
becomes more scarce.

MATERIALS: Student Handout: Solar Water Heating Systems

ACTIVITIES:

1. Ask students where they have heard the word substitute used in school
(substitute teacher). What does that use mean? How is a substitute
teacher different from a teacher?

2. Discuss the concept of substitution by asking:

a. If hamburger meat rose to $10 a pound, what would you eat? Why?

b. If watermelons rose to $50 each. How many would you be likely to
eat during a year? Why?

c. If gasoline rose to $18 a gallon, how much would you drive? Why?

3. Provide a definition of substitution (Latin: to put in place of).
Something that is put in place of something else (using honey rather
than sugar). Discuss the more economic conception: The tendency for
the less costly of two or more alternatives to replace the more
costly.

4. Using their concept of substitution, have students study the Student
Handout.

5. Get students to examine the school or their home, looking for
SUBSTITUTION opportunities to save energy dollars.

22



STUDENT HANDOUT

SOLAR WATER HEATING SYSTEMS

Solar domestic water (DHW) systems were once widely used in south
Florida. Solar water heating was brought to Miami during the 1920 building
boom. Hot water was a luxury at that time because of the high cost of gas

and electricity. Solar energy provided a cheap and plentiful supply of hot
water for the thousands of hotels, apartments and homes which mushroomed
along Florida's coast. By the mid-1920s the solar industry in Florida was
established; use of solar systems was widespread. It is estimated that
approximately 80 percent of the homes built in Miami from 1937 to 1941
relied on solar water heating systems. In 1941, solar systems outsold
conventional water heaters two to one. These systems were either paid for'

entirely in cash or were financed by FHA Title I home improvement loans.
In 1938, these loans were readily available at 4 persent interest with a
three year maturity.

World War II brought the industry to a halt. As nearly every com-
ponent of the solar DHW system was made of copper, the government's freeze
on non-military use of copper made its manufacture impossible.

After the war, many firms returned to business; however, price in-
creases reduced consumer interest substantially. Materials had become more

expensive. The cost of copper doubled in the decade between 1938 and 1948,
and by the late '50's it had tripled. In 1938, a common laborer earned
25C-40C an hour; a skilled roof mechanic between 75 and $1. ,By 1948 these
wage scales had also doubled and solar water heating systems were priced
out of the marked.

At the same time that solar prices were increasing, electric rates
were decreasing. With the large number of newcomers moving to Florida
after the war, power companies were able to spread investment costs over a
larger base. The rate decline continued for more than 20 years, through
1970.

Large-scale production of electric hot water systems brought their
price down substantially, and electric companies aggressively promoted the
use of these systems. Solar was no longer the bargain ii had once been,

and the once flourishing industry began its decline.

With today's concern over energy shortages and price increases, the
solar industry has begun an upward swing. Sales of solar DHW systems in

Florida alone are estimated at $10 million for 1979. The total number of

new installations in the state since 1973 is estimated at 22,000. The

industry which was once a commercial success because it offered homeowners
an economically superior system for heating water has been reborn.

Source: Solar Energy and the Financial Community. Florida Solar Energy_
Center, 1981.



8. ALTERNATIVES AND SUBSTITUTIONS IN PRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE: D. 19. Identify how substitutions can be used when a resource
becomes more scarce.

MATERIALS: None

ACTIVITIES:

1. There are usually several ways of producing anything We can make
shoes by hand using a few simple tools,,,caw materials, and lots of
labor. We can use natural leather or synthetic materials or we can use
complicated machinery with muCh less labor.

2. Labor, tools, machines, leather, synthetic materials - can be called
inputs in making shoes.

3. Since we can make shoes in several different ways, how do we decide
which way?

a. If wages are low and machines are very expensive?

b. If leather is expensive and synthetic materials cheap?

c. If synthetic materials are expensive and leather cheap?

4. Now, let's talk about producing, not shoes, but comfort in rooms. When
are we uncomfortable? When it's too hot or too cold? We can stand
higher temperatures if the air is moving, or the ait doesn't feel too
moist.

How can we be comfortable in hot weather (which is much of the time in
Florida). One way is to have a big air conditioner and keep it
running all the time. But that's expensive and gets more expensive
all the time. Air conditioners use more electricity than anything
else in the house and electricity keeps getting more expensive.

Are there any other ways of being as comfortable? Yes--we can keep
the house from getting so hot in the first place. Then we can let the
breezes through the house and feel comfortable most of the year.
Why do houses get hot? Because the sun heats them up. The roof gets
very hot, and that heat radiates down into the house. Sunlight comes
through the windows and heats up the house. The sun heats up the
walls and that heat radiates into the house and into our bodies so
that we feel hot.

Maybe it's cheaper to keep the heat away from us and then not run the
air conditioner so much. That's just another way to be comfortable,
just like there is another way to make shoes. In fact, as electricity
gets more expensive, we might want to change the ways we make our-
selves comfortable in hot weather.
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5. What are some ways to keep our houses from getting so hot, or feeling
so hot to us?

a. Plant trees to shade our walls and our roof.

b. Shade our windows, especially on the east and west--that's when
the sun comes in during mornings and afternouns when it's lower
in the sky.

c. Insulation in the roof can help keep the rooms cool even when the
sun is making the roof very hot.

d. We can put shiny materials like aluminum foil just under the
roof. That works like a mirror, and reflects heat rays back
toward the sky. That way they can't and heat up the house.

EXERCISES:

1. Is there any insulation over the ceilings in your house?

2. In the late afternoon, stand near a west wall that receives sunshine.
Do you feel warmer there? Does the wall feel warmer? Walls absorb
heat and can store it for hours. If you are trying to keep cool, the
wall,should be shaded, insulated or isolated from the living spaces.

25 3,2
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9. FACTORS OF PRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES: D. 21. Identify the factors in production like natural
resources, labor, capital, and management.

D. 22. Identify how energy factors affect the cost and
availability of goods and services.

MATERIALS: Student Handout: A Solar Water Heating System

ACTIVITIES:

1. Ask students what factors "go into making a product for consumers."
Identify these as natural resources, labor (human resources), capital
(capital resources), and management (technological acumen, entrepre-
neurship). Explain this in terms of the following:

Before goods and services can be consumed, they must be produced.
For this to occur, productive resources (also called factors of
production) are necessary. Productive resources constitute the input
to production, while the goods and services produced constitute the
output. There are several kinds of productive resources.

Natural resources are the gifts of nature used to produce goods
and services. They include land, water, oil and mineral deposits, the
fertility of the soil, climates suitable for growing crops, timber,
and so on. Some of these resources are used up in the process of
production, others renew themselves, while still others can be renewed
through the conscious efforts of people.

Human resources are people with their physical and mental
capacities. The number of people available for work and the hours
they work constitute one dimension of labor input. Another is the
quality of the labor skills provided and the motivation of those who
provide them. The quality of labor force reflects past efforts to
improve skills and knowledge by means of education and training.

Capital goods are those things created by man's past efforts that
are available to produce goods and services in the future. They

include machines, tools, and factories. The kinds of capital goods

used and how they are used reflect the state of technology which, in
turn, is a reflection of scientific knowledge and the resources
devoted to acquiring this knowledge.

2. Study the Student Handout. Identify the factors of production
necessary to produce and install the solar water heating system
depicted in the illustration.
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3. Work with students to reason through Ciese questions:

a. If labor becomes more expensive, costs for products and services
will . (rise)

b. If labor costs go up 10%, mill the costs of goods and services go

up 10%? (no, labor is but one factor of production)

c. Wilt the costs of all goods and services go up by the same
percentage? (no, some are labor intensive and will go up more
than those which are capital intensive)

d. Energy is a primary need in producing everything. Energy is used
as a natural resource, such as oil in plastics, coal in the
manufacture of synthetic fibres, etc. Energy is also used in '

operating plants, running the transportation system, etc. If

energy costs rise, will costs of all goods and services go up?
(yes) By the same percentage? (no)

e. Name some products or industries in Florida which are energy
intensive. (transportatiop, electric generation, agriculture).

,
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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION

Student Handout: A Solar Water Heating System
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10. ECONOMICS OF SMALL WIND MACHINES

OBJECTIVES: E. 24. Define capital &oods as tools, equipment, machinery
and buildings that are used in the production of
other goods and services.

E. 25. Define profit as the reward for taking risk in
business.

E. 26. Define net profit as remainder after all costs,
expenses, and taxes are satisfied.

MATERIALS: None

ACTIVITIES:

1. Our first step is to measure the available resource--wind energy.
Study the information in Table 1.

Table 1. Average Wind Speeds at Cape Kennedy AFS (1950-1970)

Wind Direction Avg. N

Actual avg. speed at 30ft (mph) 9.2 10.7 9.1 8.5 8.5

Estimated avg. speed at 60ft (mph) 10.0 11.7 9.9 9.3 9.3

Estimated avg. speed at 80ft (mph) 10.5 12.2 10.3 9.7 9.7

Estimated avg. speed at 100ft (mph) 10.8 12.5 10.7 10.0 10.0

The cost of a complete wind generating system is:

Enertech 1800: Complete windplant and control system $ 4,250

Control anemometer wire per 100 ft 26

Options: Additional corrosion resistance treatment

for corrosive environments

165

One Rohn 80 feet guyed Tower 2,055

Total $6,495

Table 2. The Enertech 1800 Output Characteristics

Average Windspeed (m.p.h.) kWh/mo

8 120

10 240

12 360

14 480
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2. Now we are ready to look at the economics of our wind energy system to
generate electricity. Complete the following table:

WindApeed/Height Average Speed*

30 ft.

60 ft.

80 ft.

100 ft.

9.2

10.0 ,

10.5

10.8

kWh** Value at 9C per kWh

-

*From Table 1
.

**Calculate from Table 2
-

3. Assume that it is 1985 and windy and that our 80 foot high wind genera-
tor receives an average of 12 mph wind speed. How much energy did it

produce that year? kWh/year

a. Some persons have projected electric rates to be 12C per kWh by

1985. What would be the value of your wind generated elec-
tricity?

b. Calculate the simple payback using the value developed in "A"
above: years

c. Suppose you invested the cost of the wind generator in tax-free
bonds paying 10% interest. Compare the return on this investment
with the return on your investment in the wind generator. Write a
paragraph describing your assumptions and develop a conclusion
about wind electric generatiag systems for Florida conumers.

d. Are wind generators good capital investments in Florida? Tell how
a wind generator is a capital good. In your earlier calculations,
what was the return ("profit") on owning and operating a
wind generator?

e. Write to the Clearwater Sun Newspaper, Clearwater, Florida, and ask
for information on the economics of its wind genrratIng system.
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11. TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS

OBJECTIVE: F. 33. Identify how technological progress might result in lower
prices, increased productivity, and a better quality product.

MATERIALS: None

ACTIVITIES:

The Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC) has calculated and published energy

ratings on more than 400 solar collectors. FSEC has been testing and

certifying solar collectors since 1977 when a Florida state statute (FS377.705)
established the program. In 1980, the certification program became mandatory for
all solar collectors-manufactured or sold in the state. Minimum standards for

collectors were developed and tests with which collectors would be judged Were
selected or developed.

The.av2rage rating of solar collectors tested in 1977 was 6900 kJ/m
2

(608 Btu/ft ) per day at the icIermediate te2perature. By 1981, the average

rating had climbed to 9200 kJ/m (811 Btu/ft ) per day, an increase of 33 percent.
This is an improvement significant to the industry dnd significant to the consumer.

The increase in performance is accounted for by improved designs, construc-

tion and materials.

Table I. Yearly Average Performance of Solar Collectors (Btu/sq ft),

Year Number Certified Average Rating Maximum Minimum

1977 7 663 723 568

1978 26 680 850 559

1979 26 699 875 475

1980 95 732 926 414

1981 149 815 994 429

1982 31 826 933 625

ALL 334 770

ACTIVITIES:

1. Graph the data from Table 1. Use the average rating in Btu/sq ft to

make your graph.

2. Calculate the efficiency of the average flat plat collector by year.
The total amount of energy available is a constant 1600 Btu/sq ft.

Btu's collected
Efficiency = X 100%

Btu's available
31
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3. Economic efficiency involves getting the most value per dollar. To

compare collectors, the economic comparison would be the cost per
delivered Btu. Table 2 shows the average cost per square foot of
collector for the last few years and some projected costs.

Table 2. Average cost for flat plate collectors
(single glazing, selective surface)

Year Cost Per Square Foot

1977 $25

1978, $27

1979 $30

1980 $30

1981 $32

1982 $32

1983 $35

1984 $35

, 1985 $35

I

Cost Per BTU

Complete Table 2 by calculating the economic efficiency in terms of

cost pei Btu. You will need to project the date in Table 1 to 1985.

Be able to justify the figures used in your projection.

4. Prepare an oral report identifying the factors that have increased the
thermal performance of the collectors from 1977 to 1985.
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12. DEMAND FOR SOLAR

OBJECTIVES: G. 34. Define demand as the amount of goods and services_ _
that buyers are willing to buy.

G. 39. Define demand as the amount of goods and services
that buyers are willing to buy at each specific price in
a given market at a given time.

MATERIALS: Student Handout: Photovoltaic Cells by A. Litka

ACTIVITIES:

1. Define the concept of demand for students.
Demand reflects the amounts that consumers will be willing and able to
buy at various possible prices during the same time period. As a
general rule, the lower the price, the more will be demanded and vice-
versa.

2. Begin to discuss the relationship between demand, ltipply and price.
Use the following examples and let students suggest more:
Assume that the class sells soft drinks every Friday after school. How
would the market demand Lor soft drinks change if:

a. Parents ask their children not to buy soft drinks for health
reasons. (Decrease.)

b. Small pieces of gravel are found in the drinks. (Decrease.)

c. Several students get an increase in their allowance. (Increase.)

d. Price doubles. (Decre2e.)

How would your demand for peanuts at the movie theater change if:

a. Price of popcorn drops. (DeCrease.)

b. The theater offers a free drink with each bag of peanuts.
(Increase.)

c. You give up your paper route, which reduces your income?
(Decrease.)

3. Have the students read the Handout: Photovoltaic Cells. Ask them to
look for comments on the demand for photovoltaic t_ells now. Ask
them about price and supply. What are the relationships?

4. Ask them the following:

a. What might well happen to photovoltaic cell price,' if the demand
_

shot up over the next six years?

b. Why isn't the supply of photovoltaic cells greater today, than
it is?
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c. Why is it that high prices lower demand? Lower prices increase
demand in such products?

5. Discuss the Solar Trap. With limited demand at high prices, the in-
dustry cannot get the demand (volume of sales) which will permit the
lowering of prices. Price reductions are slow in coming and are
based upon technological breakthroughs, not supply increases.
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Arthur H

STUDENT HANDOUT

PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS:
common Power source for Tommorow

Litk a Associate Engineer

The ,vord photovoltaic combines the scientific terms
-photo meaning light, and -voltaic", meaning voltage
Together the terms mean voltage generated by light
energy Specially treated silicon, or another substance, is
constructed in such a way that when light strikes it elec-
tricity is produced The cells have no moving parts, and
they are durable They are commonly called solar cells

While silicon is not the only material used in making solar
cells, it has undergone the most development since its first
use, in 1954 Many
space satellites have
used silicon solar cells
to provide their energy
needs for the last two
decades If they are so
good, .Nhy aren't we
using them to power
our homes today'? The
answer is cost Since
the major demand for thom has been for spacecraft, large-
scale mass production techniques have not been deve-
loped to meet large commercial market demand

Today as costs of conventional energy sources as
oil and coal continue to rise, solar cells appear more and
more attractive for a variety of applications, including elec-
tricity for most of a modern horpe's needs The U S
Oepartment of Energy (00E) is seeking to create a new
market for solar cells by funding both basic cell research
and photovoltaic experimental projects involving concen-
trating (sun-tracking) and non-concentrating collector
arrays 00E expects that by 1986 the photovoltaic
market zjll have developed to a point at which cell prices
will he competitive with conventional forms of electricity
generation A competitive price goal is considered to be
between 50C and $1 per peak watt Current prices are
approximately $7 to $12 per peak watt

Assume then that solar cells could be produced at a cost
making Jigrn economically a ttract,ve for home use The
rext step'is to connect enough of them to pi oduce soft 1-
clei-it electrical power When sunlight strikes the cell's

rface direct current fOC) electricity is produced By
airing a large number of cells together, a photovoltaic
array is created which can generate as much electricity as
desired However, since most home appliances use alter-
cating current (AC), the direct current produced by the
cells must be converted to AC An electronic device known
as an ini,erter performs that function When sunlight hits
tho photovoltaic array, the direct current electricity gen-
erated is converted to 240/120-volt, 60-cycle alternat-
,ng current by the inverter This is the standard operating
initage for most home appliances

In order to supply adequate electricity for hoi sehold
neeis photovoltaic aiTays rarging from 500 to 1,000
cr,,,,are feet in size would be required One possible approach
is to cover a south-facing roof with the cells The array
could be made to resemble roofing shingles, thus, in out-
ward appearance the house would not look much different
than one conventionally powered If sufficient roof area
were not available, the array could he mounted on the
ground Cells normally are arranged in the for m of flat
rectangular panels facing south and tipped at an angle
equal t the site location latitude

What happens when the sunlight is weak, or there is no
sunlight at all" Clouds cause variations in the amount of
solar intensity, or Insolation, and since the photovoltaic
array's output depends on how much light strikes it,
obviously the electricity supply will not be steady And at
night or during rainy weather it will, of course, produce no
power at all

There are solutions to this problem Since the photovol-
taic array output is direct current electricity, it can be
used to charge storage batteries 8y designing ate photo-
voltaic system properly, batteries could be kept charged
sufficiently to supply power to the home at any time To
generate the required AC electricity, the batteries Would
be connected to an inverter Another approach is to use a
utility synchronized inverter without batteries The AC
outlet would be variable but the utility service would
instantaneously supply any extra needed power Obviously,
at night or during overcast periods, the utility would supply
all of the power However, on sunny days it is possible that
the solar system would supply more power than the house
requires Under this condition the utility meter will run
backwards and yield an energy credit for the homeowner'
8ecause of the high cost of storage batteries, this concept
might be the economical approach In fact, the Center's
experimental photovoltaic house operates in just this
manner today

1# I
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This has been only an exploration into what might happen
a few year s from nowdispersed photovnItaic systems on
individual homes (or larger residential and commercial
structures, for that matter) On the otnei hand it is possi-
ble that we may also see central photovolt -'c utility plant!,
servirg whole communities Mor e information on photovol-
taic systems may be found in
--Non-Technical Summary of Distributed Solar

Power Collector Concepts, 45C. nor-ument No 9[-
102, Stock No 060-000-00000-5, Government Print-
ing Office, Washington, 0 C 20402

--Solar Electricity: From Dream to Scheme, by John
H Oouglas. Science News, May 15, 1976, pp 316-31E3

--New Ways to Make Solar Cells, Trim Costs of
Future Power for Your Home, by Edward Edelson,
Popular Science, May 1976, p 74

--Photovoltaics, an OverviewSolar Cells: State of
the Art, by Oavid Norns, Solar Age, April 19 /6, pp
8-14

--Electricity From the Sun!--Solar Photovoltaic
Energy, by John M Fowler, Order No ECM-1043-4,
Technical Information Center, P 0 Box 62 Oak Ridge, TN
37830

--Solar Electricity From Photovoltaic Conversion,
Order No 00E/ OPA-0011, Technical Information Cen-
ter, P 0 Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830
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13. MARKETPLACE

OBJECTIVES: G. 35. Define marketplace as a setting where goods and
services are bought, sold, or traded.

I. 48. Define distribution as the process for getting products
from producers to consumers.

MATERIALS: Two solar advertisements.

ACTIVITIES:

1. What is a market? What is a marketplace? (Draw pictures of a
market...and a marketplace). The market is the mechanism that answers
those questions about what to produce, how much, and for whom. It establishes
and it reconciles the changing relationships between buyers and sellers, with
each trying to do what he or she thinks best. Buyers compete with each other
to obtain goods and services at the most favorable price. Sellers try to
dispose of their goods or services on the most favorable terms.

Nobody designed th' market system; it evolved. The tangle of rela-
tionships is enormously complex. And yet the market system is able to
mesh the knowledge and actions of millions of individuals and business
firms. Take, for example, the economic life of a large city. Over-
night, foods and goods necessary to the city's survival are delivered
in the right quantities and right kinds to thousands of restaurants,
supermarkets, and stores. It is an enormously interdependent opera-
tion, requiring a bewildering number of individual decisions. And yet
most citizens take for granted that their needs will be supplied.

2. What does a "market" look like for solar equipment for the homeowner?
Where is the "marketplace" to be found?

3. Read two solar equipment advertisements and tell what they reveal
about the market and the marketplace for such items.

4. What is the function of the solar equipment marketplace? (Distribution
places for solar goods and services).

5. Study your school to see marketplaces linking producers dnd consumers,
e.g., school store, cafeteria, athletic office.
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Are You Ready For
This New Technology

PHOTOVOLTAIC
SOLAR ELECTRICITY
It's here now - and it works Learn
all about photovoltaics with MOW CON'S
highly acclaimed new book "Solar Electricity Making the Sun Work
for You," only $12 95 Ako available, "Designing Small Photovoltaic
Power systems," only $10 00

And MONEGON is ready with the products too the most complete
line of easy to install solar electric and solar thermal systems and
components We have complete DC photovoltaic systems that ;an
provide 110 3.360 watt hours per day Larger systems also available

Exhaust Fans
AC Power Systems

Water Pumping Systems
Energy Monitoring Systems
Evaporative Cooler Systems

Domestic Hot Water Systems

Send for the MONEGON Catalog $4.00

MONEGON, LTD 4 Prolesainnal Drive Suite 1 10
Gaithersburg NAjry land 20819 U S A
1e1 D011258 7540 IWX 710 Ara 9#07
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14. SUPPLY AND DEMAND

OBJECTIVES: G. 37. Name some factors which may influence the supply
_ _ .

of a good or service.

G. 38. Name some factors which may Influence the demand for
a good or service.

MATERIALS: None

ACTIVITIES:

1. Review with students the following information about the relationship
between suEply and demand: Buyer demand is governed, in part, by
pricing, and, in part, by preference. But demand also refers to the ,

quantities of goods and services people are willing and able to buy at
a certain time. So, too, with the word supply. Supply refers not
only to particular goods and services that may be offered at a certain
price, but also the quantity of goods and services offered in a i.rige
of prices.

When demand is strong, buyers compete for the same goods, bidding
prices upward, which, in turn, increases the producer's potential for
profit. This added incentive for profit encourages businessmen to
increase production. Sometimes new producers enter the market, further
increasing the supply.

As more goods are offered consumers, competition among the
sellers tends to drive prices downward. Thus, in a market economy,
there is a strong counterbalance between supply and deFand, and
prices seek their own level.

,

2. Have students consider this situation. The woild is running out of

nonrenewable energy resources. As we use up the resources that are
easy to find and extract, it gets more difficult and costly to get
more energy. It will be necessary to replace nonrenewable energy
resources with renewable ones. One promising renewable energy resource
is solar photovoltaic (PV) cells--direct production of electricity.
The problem, however, is that PVs are still more expensive than conventional
electrical sources. The dilemna is that if more PVs were produced, the
price would likely come down. If the price came down, more people would
buy them (substituting PVs for conventional electrical sources). To bring
the cost down will require enormous capital investment in equipment
(manufacturing facilities). In a free market %ystem, uhat incentive
is there for a company to invest millions of dollars to brIng doim
the cost of a product when it competes with a proven, low-cost
technology? In other words, this would be a high risk, potentially
long term payoff investment.

If you had $100 million to invest, would you invest in PVs, coal
mines, uri:nitim, oil, or McDonald's restaurants? Why?
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3. What might happen if each of the following occurred?

a. Research makes PVs much cheaper to make and install?

b. Electricity from power plants gets far mole expensive?

c. PVs make electricity only when the sun shines; they do not

work at night. But someone invents and markets low-cost batteries

to store electricity?

d. People agree to consume most of their electricity during daylight
hnurs?
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15. PRICE AND COST

OBJECTIVE: H. 43. Define price as the money value set for goods or
services.

MATERIALS: Student Handout: Cost and Price

ACTIVITIES:

1. Ask students what they think the term price means, and how the term price
is the same as, or different from, the term cost. To economists, the
cost is what you give up to buy a good or service (opportunity cost),
---7
price is the rate at which money is exchanged for goods and services.
But prices are more than expressions of value. They also reflect shift-

ing conditions of supply and demand. And so the price mechanism serves
as a guide for the quantity, the quality, and kinds of goods to be
produced.

2. Ask students how they would figure out the "fair price" for a solar water
heater in Florida. Read the Student Handout. What are the

ingredients in the pricing for such collectors.

3. Ask students if they would be willing to "pay" the opportunity costs of
installing a solar water heater. What would they have to
give up...?

4. Develop an evaluation plan where students have to distinguish between
PRICE and COST...perhaps they might use a questionnaire with their parents
distinguishing between the two concepts as applied to conservation and
solar energy use at home.



STUDENT HANDOUT

COST AND PRICE

Installed Costs

Solar system costs, including all equipment and labor, require a sig-
nificant investment. Labor costs are difficult to estimate as the number
of man-hours required depends upon the installer's experience, type of
installation, site location, and building type. Equipment costs may be
obtained from manufacturer and dealer price lists. Table 1 lists retail
price ranges for various compon2nts of a solar water system. While more
or less expensive components can be f)und, these representative costs arc
provided as a guideline.

Table 1. Component Cost Range for Typical Florida Direct Solar DHW Systems.

Low HiSt Average

Flat-Plate Collector (ft
2
) $ 12 $18 $15

Storage Tank (80-82 gal) ..25 ;75 290

Pump 55 122 86

Sensors & Controls ' 60 130 100

Pipes, Valves, Insulation 100 216 140

Currently, the price of a solar domestic hot water (DHW) system installed
in Florida ranges between $1,200 and $3,000. As a statewide reference for
comparison, a direct solar DHW system sized to supply a recommended 70 percent
of the hot water for a family of four will retail on the average for about $2,200.
Systems that use heat exchangers (i.e., indirect systems, which are more
appropriate in regions where freezing conditions regularly occur) cost
$200 to $600 more, depending on the type of heat exchanger used.

Do-it-yourself systems may cost as little as $500 and can be as
efficient as those systems installed by professionals. System kits, which
provide a packaged set of compatible components, can also be purchased.

The cost to install a DHW system in a^ exi:Ling building is usually
about 15 percent more than in new constructica because retrofit installa-
tions may require modifications to the building.
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Objective:

Materials:

Activities:

16. ADVERTISE THE SUN?

1.45: Define advertising as a means to inform people
about a firmts products or services, or to pep,uade
people to purchase a firm's goods or services rather
than those produced by a competitor.

Two solar advertisements

1. Look the word ,dvertisement up in your dictionary. What does it mean?
What does the term advertise mean? What does it mean to advertise?
Where does the root of the word come from . . . what language?

2. What is the purpose of advertising in America . . . in our free enter-
prise, market economy? List the purposes as the students see them on
the chalkboard.

3. Examine two solar equipment advertisements. What is their purpose(s)?
. . . implied and expressed. What advertising techniques are used?

4. If the claims in the advertisements were false or misleading,. how _

wObId the smart Consumer know? What would she look for? How could
she get good information?
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Let the Sun Shi
And bring your Solar Sunflower to full bloom. It's an eye-
catching conversation piece that will decorate your win-
dowsill or garden. Using the principal of photovoltaics, a
three inch silicon solar cell changes sunlight directly into
electricity and powers a small electric motor which spins the
nine inch yellow plastic petals. It's quite a sight; no sound, no
batteries or wiring, just Mother
Nature demonstrating her
solar power.

The two foot long green stem
can be bent into any shape and
placed on a desk, table, window box,
lawn furniture, or snuggly buried in
your lawn. You can even line the patio
with solar sunflowers for a spinning reception. No
doubt about it you'll be the talk of the party, with a
little help from Mother Nature.

lows. Contorolow
4111.1

4 3

SOLAREX
Solaria Corporation
Consumer Product Dept.
1335 Piccard Drive
Rockwlle, Maryland 20850 USA
(301) 948-0202

TELEX 248359 SOLX
TWX 7108289709
CABLE SOLAREX

1Consurne
Vroducts.

34tpr..r.un,t,,,550

,:pSolar
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And you're ready to receive it with the
Solarex multivolt mini panel It's an ideal

compact power source that converts
nature's sunlight directly into electri-
city The multivolt mini panel is com-

posed of twenty-four crescent shaped
sdicon solar cells connected in senes
The cells are mounted m an attractive

and sturdy 4 X 53: mch black plastic
case The plastic faceplate is com-

prised of hundreds of bubble magni-
fiers which maximize cell performance

as they enhance the light striking the
solar ceNs Two 4 X 5 reflector panels

fit on either side of the case and in-
crease ceN efficiency even more

Weighing a mere five ounces, it comes
complete with a mini plug and seven-

teen inches of cord Achieve the
&raked voltage by plugging onto either

t INC Silk&se Carmatant .

ture
s Her

MU MOO
.4=1:4raladabt.
*1."160ft.IS=Ier'
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the 3, 6, or 9 volt lacks located at the
top of the panel,

A dehght for the beach enthusiast or
backyard hobblest. Under ful sun the

4 4 , 5

-

est
multipanel will deliver 50 milliamps of
power at all voltages, making it an
ic4Pal battery substitute for radios,

motors, lamps and other small
appliances So there you have it, a
maintenance free, silent, long lasting
power source What more can you
ask of "Mother Nature

11111111111 SOLAR EX
Solarex Corporation
Consumer Product Dept.
1335 Piccard Drive .
Rockville Maryland 20850 USA
(301) 948 0202

TELEX 248359 SOLX
TWX 7108289709
CABLE SOLAREX
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17. ADVERTISING AND PROPAGANDA

OBJECTIVE: I. 45. Define advertisiiis as a means to inform people about
a firm's products or services, or to persuade people to purchase

a fires goods or services rather than those produced by a competitor.

MATERIALS: Ads concerning solar products or services

ACTIVITIES:

1. lkfine ad and advertisement.

li2. Have students collect ads from energy phblications or news magazines.

3. Review the eight points (ploys) that advertising agencies have discovered

thaL sell products.

II4 Evaluate ads to find which of these points each contains.

II

S. Compare ads that are showing the same kinds of products (solar film,

solar pool heaters, solar water heaters, etc.).

II6. Have students determine:

a. Is this product something that will benefit me?

IIb. My family? My community? My state? My country? My c,orld?

c. What a-e the direct benefits?

IId. What are the indirect benefits?

II

e.

f.

Are there cost benefits?

How can we determine the cost benefits?

7. Invite a local representative ot a particular product to speak

to the class.

8. Have students design an ad to sell a solar energy plodtot.

9. Compare the propaganda tecniques used by competing energy companies

(coal, gas, solar).

45
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PROPAGANDA TECHNIQUES

nipeal to Pity Seeks to produce sympathy and pity to inf,luence your opinion.
Example - "America's poor, already trapped by rapidly rising prices for food

and housing, are expected to be hardest hit by a SCK a galion tax

on gasoline."

2. Appeal to PrestiE - Urging the acceptance of an idea as a means of raising

your status.

3. Appeal to Ridicule - Attempting to make fun of someone or something in order
to influence your opinion.
Example - "Conservation is ignored in the President's energy budget.

Obviously, conservation is not good business for the oil companies
that donated $280,000 to redecorate Ronald Reagan's White Hourse
living quarters."

4. 8L-sain Appeal - Attempting to get you to buy an item by appealing to your
desire to save money.

----Example - "This is your IaS1 ZE-ance to -Biiy a brand new Opex automobile at
1981 prices."

5. Appeal to Flattery - Attempting to persuade by flattering a person in an
area in which he would like to excel.
Example - "Physically fit students tend to use bikes for transportation in

order to conserve our valuable natural resource."

6. Slogan Appeal - Promotes a favorable response or positive action through
short catchy phrases.
Example - "Save It, Florida." "Extinct is Forever."

7. Technical Jargon Appeal - Impresses with the use of technical language

or unfamiliar words.
Example - "Durawear tires contain durium, the bonding material that

makes these tires wear for yearc."

8. Dant'er/Survival Appeal Refusing to act in a certain manner result
_

in harmful consequences.
Example "The Union of Concerned Scientists predicts a one-ive chance

of a catastrophe for one of our current reactors during their
30 to 40 ycar lifecpan."
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OBJECTIVE:

MATERIALS:

ACTIVITIES:

IR. CONSUMER MATH

I. 46 Recognize misleading and non-misleading
advertising.

A common method of advertising and selling is to make statistical claims
for products. Statistics are applicable to group averages, but not neces-

sarily to specific individuals. For example, statistics show that 30

percent of electricity sold to homeowners is used for heating water. This

figure is l'ased upon all residential customers over an entire year. Melvin

may use 40 percent of his electric consumption in July to heat water, but

only use 16 percent in February. Sally may only use an average of 10

percent of her electric consumption on water heating.

1. Suppose that a retired couple receives an electric bill of $200 on

August 15th. Does this m-!an that 30 percent of the bill is for hot
A,114:14:4perreut cif $2n( ic .6())

2. If electricity costs 8C per kWh, how many kWh will $60 buy? (750 kWh)

3. If 1 kWh will heat 6 gallons of water from 71°F to 140°F, how many

gallons of hot water will $60 make? (4,500 gal)

4. How many gallons per day is this, if a month has 30 days? (150 gatloPs)

5. How many gallons a day is this, per person? (75 gallons per person)

6. If a person can be expected to use about 20 gallons of hot ..iter per

day, how many gallons would this household Ilse per day? (40 allon:;)

7. Compare your answers to #5 to.your answer to !Li.

8. How many gallons would this householo use in a month (30 da,W

(1,200 gallons)

9. How miny kWh are needed to heai thls water (200 kwh)9

10. What would the 'costs for this heating he at 8 per kWh?

11. What would he the most money per month that this family could -ave
with a solar water heating system/ ($16)

12. _How much could a family of four sive if the sun were to beat ALL of

their water? ($32)

13. If a solar system provides 80% of the hot water needs of a fAmliy of

four, how much would it save in a month? ($25.60)

14. Now many kWh are needed to provide hot water for a family of four for

a day? (13.3 kwh)
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15. If a kWh provides 3413 Btu, how many Btu of hot water are needed per

.day? (45,393 Bty)

16. A solar collector is rated at 39,000 Btu.per day. What fraction of

the family"s needs will it provide? (86%)

17. The sun will provide about 0.5 kWh per sq. ft. per day for heating

watee. How\many square feet are needed to provide 13.3 kWh per day?

(26.6 sq. ft\)

18 The hest solar collectors are about 50% efficient. How many sq. ft.

of these collectors are needed to produce 13.3 kWh per day? (53.2 sq.

ft.)

19. How miny kWh per day will a 40 sq. ft. collector produce? (10 kWh/day)

20 How many Btu per day is this? (34,130 Btu/day)

21. What is the efficiency of tlw.39,000 Btu/day coll.ector if its size is

40 sq. ft? (57%)

4 ft x 8 ft solar collector make $15 per month worth of hot
How aLout $40 per month worth of hot water?

i. l'rep ,,t. a set of guidelines people can u when they are evaluatIng

the Jam,' for ,,,olar waLer heaters.
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19. COMPARISON SHOPPING

OBJECTIVE: K. 51. Identify some benefits of comparison shopping.
_._

MATERIALS: More than ever homeowners are considering the costs associated with

water heating. The following analysis provides a comparison tor
...

some systems:

(1) The standard resistance electric hot water heater; there

is no savings.

(2) A heat recovery unit attached to an air conditioner heats water

while the air conditioner is cooling.

(3) A dedicated heaf_pump is a small compressor much like those
_

used in refrigerators. This system works in reverse, heating

water instead of cooling the refrigerator.

(4) A solar system designed to use solar energy to heat water.

Table 1. Average System Cost and Current Annual Savings Per Year

Type Average
of Water Installed
Heater Cost

_

Electrical $ 200

Resistance

AP
Heat 580

Recovery Unit (New)

Heat 700

Recovery Unit (Retro)

Dedicated 900

Heat Pump

Solar 2200

Tax
Credit

Net

Installed
Cost

Current
Annual

Savings/Yr

% Annual
Savings/

Years

Simple
Payback
Yea r s

0 $ 200 $ 0 0 $ 0

0 580 100 .38 5.80

0 700 117 .4S 5.98

0 900 130 .50 6.92

40% 1320 182 70 7.25

Table 1 was previred using the follov.ing assumptions:

2

3.

There is an 80 gallon per day hot water demand.

Electr -ity costs 5C per kilowatt hour (kWh).

5200 kWn's are used to heat water ($260 per year).
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ACTIVITIES:

1. Study the information contained in Table 1 and determine which water
heating system is "Ole best buy." List the factors which led to this

conclusie-..

2. Since Table 1 was constructed, electricity has Increased to
8C per kWh. Recalculate Table 1 using this new cost figure. The current

annual savings and the simple payback will change. Be sure to check

your numbers.

3. Re-evaluate your answer to 1. Have you changed your mind? List the

factors that influenced your decision.
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20. GOING SOLAR

OBJECTIVES: K. 51. Identify some benefits of comparison shopping.

K. 52. Identify how consumer choice Involves glving
up other alternatives.

flATERIALS: Solar Water Heating: A Question and Answer Primer

ACTIVITIES:
_

1. Ask students the following questions:

a. What is solar energy?

b. How much does a typical solar water heater cost?

c. What government help is available to install such a heater?

d. How much do families usually save in electric bills?

2. Try these situations:

a. Assume that you are 20 years old, earning $10,000 per year and
are buying a home. Should you go solar?

b. AsLaime that you are 30 years old, earning $20,000. You dre

haying your home with the help of a bank, and have a spouse and
two children. Should you go solar?

c. Assume that you are 50 years old, earning $30,000 and own your
home. Should you and your spouse go solar?

As students are discussing their responses, intervene with these facts:

a. The company you work for is in trouble and you might be laid off
or have your wages cut back.

b. Interest rates just hit 17% and look like they might go higher.

C. You see the boat you've alwtys wanted, at just the
right price.

3. Ask the students which of the following arguments might deter them
from buying solar water heaters:

a. John Denver and Alice Cooper have solar heaters.

b. Interest rates are IS% and holding.

c. Superior Oil Company just announced a discovery of petroleum
equal to all the oil consumed in the world to date. Oil will he

cheap again.
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d. The government wants you to go solar.

e. Solar will save you $300 per year for 20 years or so.

f. A good solar water system costs $2,200 installed.

4. With your students, discuss whether soler water heaters are "wants" or

"needs" in Florida. Design an advertirement for solar perceived as

a basic "need" for Floridians, or design an ad for such a system

seen as a "want," or desirable consumer good.
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I ENERGY NOTE FLORIDA SOLAR ENERGY CENTER ENERGY NOTE

tar Water Bating
A Queson & Mier Primer

The mounting interest in use of solar energy has gener-
ated great numbers of inquiries to the Florida Solar
Energy Center iFSEC) about the technology in general
and solar water heating in particular Presented here are
answers to those questions most frequently asked about
solar domestic water heating in Florida Note that marry
answers are approximate and much more explanation is
required for readers who are seriously interested For
additional technical information on sizing and installa-
tion write to the FSEC, Public Informatior Off CP Cape
Canaveral FL 3?920

Question One
What Is a solar water heater?

A solar water heater uses the sun s energy to heat water
thus reducing one's monthly utility bill Many thousands
of solar water heaters were in use on the Miami area during
the 1930s 40s and 50s Their use declined in the late
1950s but they art: becoming popular again as electricity
and fuel prices rise Solar water heaters conserve conven-
tional fuel and are non-polluting If installed properly
they are usually economical over the life of the systern as
opposed to heating water wth electricity or propane

In the mild Florida climate the roost widely used type of
solar water heattir p,.mp: potable water from the water
storage tank throuiM one or more collectois and back to
the tank 7 he circulating pump is regulated by an elec-
tronic controller which turns it on when there is enough
solar energy to heat the water

A pump and a controllem are not required in a thermosi-
phon system m which the tank is mounted above the
collector to provide a natural gravity flow of water Widely
used in Florida a few decades ago thermosiphon systems
are regaining some of their popularity

Collectors ideally should be mounted on an unshaded
area of a south-facing roof but they can also be mounted
on the ground Collectors can face up to 45 degree east
or west of south without a significant decrease in perfor-
rnance They should be mounted parallel to the roof for all
shingle and Me roofs in Florida which generally have
pitches greater than 3 in 1? ftc 14 ')

However for flat roofs and very low-sloping roofs col-
lectors should be tilted at an angle (to the horizontal) that
is approximately equal in degrees to the local latitude--
Flor,da latitudes vary between 25 (in the Keys) and 31'
northern border) Tilting the collector at an angle up to

15 greater than latitude will increase winter perfor-
mance which rnay he des,rable in most cases

For some building designs mounting of collectors to
south lar,ing vertical or near-vertical surfaces may he
considered Awning-type mountings (at tilt angles
approximately equal to local latitude) have been used and
can serve a dual purpose by providing shading for window
or door areas exposed to sunlight

Question Two
Are solar water heaters reliable?
What about maintenance?

Properly designed systems are reliable glass «)vered
collo( tors can perform well for rnore than 2(1 years Plastic
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covers may require replacement in less than 20 years,
depending on the plastic material Controllers like other
electronic devices may require servicing during the life of
the equipment and the pump ,md water lank may have to
be replaced in about 10 years But since conventional
water heaters have the same experted lifetime water tank
replacement costs are not regarded as unique to solar
energy systems Norrnal mainWiance consists of check-
ing pipe insulation roof penetrations and collector
mounting and periodic pump lubrication and tank :lush-
ing The latter also is recommended !Or conventional
water heating systems

Question Three
What size system do I need?

For Florida residences with a dishwashie and an auto-
matic clothes washer a good rule of thumb is 10 to 15
square feet of single-cover, flat-black collector area per
person and ;'r) gallons of water storage per person Thus
for a family of four 40 to 60 square feet of ( ()hector and an
8? gallon storage tank are rei ominended,

Question Four
How much do I saue?

Monthly savings will depend On the arn.iunt of hut ,A,,iter
usage solar energy system size and two dad price of t,iel
used for backup For a family of four with washer and
dishwasher enehw Lusts currently ,I1 peep' around $20
per month for electrically heated water

In an all electric hqme water heating accounts for
between 15 percent and 25 percent if the utility bill A
olar water heater can :,ave between percent and 75

percent of the hut water portion of the utility bill or $10-
$15 per month for a faintly of four of the tiack op is always
kept on at dhoti! 140 F A solar water heater can save even
more if you turn off the backup ,md rnol,e do with a little
less hot water During the summer months wnen hot
water e ,mands are lower and the sun shines longer most
solar owners turn off the backup and still iiet plenty of hot
water Solar owners should e xperum sith the backup
element breaker switch turned off li ie how well they
( an get along with solar alone

Electricity savings should approximate $2 J $3 per
month for every 10 square feet of «We( I r Remember
these are rough estimates only As eh cliii ty and other
fuel prices go up savings will IfIcredSf.

Question Flue
What are some other ways to save on

water heating bills?
The best way is to use less het writer Install how redis-

ters on shower heads Wash lothes iii mimi or War rn water
instead of hot waten when sterilizing temperatures are not
required Most clothes can be washed ,ato,tactorily in a
warm wash i old rire,e cycle

Reduce the trot water tank therrore,tat setting to 130 F
or lower Wrap extra in,olation around the lank (insulat-
ing kits are available) mid insuldte the hut water outlet
le- and cold water inlet lele for a tew het t near the tank
These conser Won nueasurw, are (u.e vvlic!!ier or

nut a solar water heater is instalied)



Insta I -1 an automatic timer which allows the heating
ele"'i'' t come on only during certain hours of the clay
fray he c st-effocho, if the family needs hot water primar-
ily hours Wrong the day In a one-tank solar
S.`,tprn 5 igood idea to have the hdcl,,p controller! by a
timer I , nto,ent it from Loming on during daylight hours
Timers r-dy be very Vrachve where peak-load pricing of
electr,c,'y aa4able In peak-load pricing clef tricity
asel riu "g cxotain hot,s of the day is priced at a much

fa." 'ha') that use !during other hours This pricing
aatated by many companies and

h,e; nntfr ottrodui d !.Y1 rtf least one in Florida

Question Six
Do I have to change my hot water use

habits to use a solar water heater?
Not ne ssdrily because Solar water heaters u tidily

are irista ed with a backup heating System to ensure hot
w iter at a times However to maximize solar utilization
(maXIMIle .1,1,lng',) the heaviest hot water usage should
be in the a"er-a»o and t"'ellInt) Also solar utd,zation will
be more e'foctRe if hot water uso is spread more evenly
over the For ,nstarice instead of washing seven
oads if thos in a siglo day washing one load each
day will i^_rear," Saki( e rodut e the amount

Question Seven
How much does a solar water heater cost?
is It economical?

tr,as w lel, A ;and,i, fami;,ar pli.mtnnq
Ha (,1(1 tililild solar collector and

,ostaa , inci n sy,stem for about 5500
Our 1,, t ontroller, Factory built

aaf' , cr),t 5'0 t 5.5 per sdoare foot pumps
5, 5 ang a-1.111.11am typica,ly co As

in1
r ) , )4,1 , 4f on a file iruuf that laces

e Is' V. -' may re much h 1110( The cost of a
,rreotly vane', between SI 400

and 52 in I t-a,r bo higher c;olar water heating is
'ready ti,y con petithe with lectric arid pro-

100, a' t- eatod; VI it is not vet ocinon, oily
arpet a 4 It` it 0 3. li'i or fuel I it may ,ortn

become sr, as pr.cos for those fuels ,tre dore pilaf, 1 or
shortages _c.,ur

Question Eight
Does the government offer any solar use

financial incentives?
are no current residentia Int profparns

'^e follow tede,a, personal In, ond, r,d,t uS
n'o to on-, hw-ory wd, ,-stad solar spar 'Ii ,ding 1101

r ,'

E

la 1

," t1,1 hicI
I

St n't

I', 11 Pt. 1;11,, ,;,1" ,y

,/rn 1 Ix

Question Mine
How do I finance a solar water heater?

H ' y 4n0,r
l,r P 1 'no no-ae 'ft In
,Cr`r Ha-2, ro. the n !td ,y ; r,e

1' ,r an'n tir d it E xar' , ,0 rn,
1, t S' ' .1 ,i 1
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30 year 1: pen ent mortgage will be SI.' 35 This corn-
Pares faaarahly with the expected s,11 inns on fuel bills of
SIO to 515 a month now and gre,iter later see Question

c'ttir)

If you tire tuying an existing house troth d new FHA
mortgage you may he able to include a m w solar water
heater in the mortgage check with your loc al f- HA office
Also many F londa lending institutions now offer short-
term loans for solar systems in existing homes based on
toe applicant porsonal Credit rating The F SEC Public
Information Oft( e maintain', a lishog of financial in ;tali-
hons willing to mako solar loans

Question Ten
Should I bug a solar water heater now or

wait for prices to come down?
T he major costs of a solar system are in materials and

lahor troth of which aro continuously rising For this red-
sOn {inces of snlar water healers are not expo, tod to drop
Is they did for example with r lectronic -ulators You
should invest now if you i rn Jet tdOr,il,,. loan or flaw
ready cash

Question Eleven
Where can I buy a system?

There are .,tonerous firms in F 'orela ',Oar
w der heatt r most ot wriu n are list,. I in the telephono
ri k or adertised in local papers A F Solo, Ini:us

Direr fory and r or-painter adormation lyb. order,'
from the Center s Putmc Informati tri ()lid e

OilestIon Twelve
What land of solar collector should I buy?

lat-plate coller,tors should tin s')I,ir
wator h ding They are rnourite,l ri d tHed p tion

oughout the year zrld do Mil trat k the situ as do some
ollet fors used for nigh torriperatort, ,oldr pOcdti.sns
to, trarr1l' of a flat-plate c,,,lentor is a rhet

fit,erol,t -,s box to 4 feet wide 4 to 1'2 te, I aig and 4 to
in, , thit k It contains a hl,k-peiil I of`',00,,,' plate
f ahsorhing fru. sun 5 irr)r)r,ly t5 1r,iry !farad to
wao.r flowirld thrta, ftaito, cr clam; e
to the at) orher plato a r wt-Pcti nil, tun ,,t

plate
1 o tedure fur tt Coll, clu)r ,L,1,1'

I4r' Inr1 Itin r p transp Ir. r\ ri ofl ine
In HI 'di ft 5,Ih
II utile

H ,r4nr ,,r,Ov not ii 1;i11,111,CAI
4,r) mr), 4;5,4; 111 15,4 morn), rn

0,, td. tIf,t ' 0410-,"rrn

iod +lot w "Oa u:.ho-, Liz, ,orrt "t
orl'o'nt mm, ly 140 luod to, \ d Cut (0

Hurl 1.4i ,ir n I'. 4)

), I)

rlf, If th et ; ''IV
In, 1,4 ,) dor 0 w "

ly f 1'1(1,11, 4'Wt ri

r td1 Ir. 1, It tly ,,nt H, ., r

1
t, ; 1r, 0.

' ti, rf am to nor tnari 1' , 1

If tof ,rit dec. ,

Tr 40,,,r ',1'n 44,', I Srt'. a f
1T 1I'1 11', "i't ; A '`, 1,, I I, ,P

r, i l',,T111;. ,' "s 1 11
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adopted hlar I Chrome or nickel called selectRe surface
coatinis as oppec1 to non-selectie coatings (flat-black
pa rorg hIM rf.)r ni better hut may he less durable

The tubing iiwoldbin water collectors should be made
of copper and flow passage diameter and flow area
shoal 1 he sufficient to rodoce the eller' of SCale formation
in the tubes The colle-Aor box should he designed to last

20 t ) 30 years

Question Thirteen
How can I protect myself from

unscrupulous solar energy equipment
salesmen and poor quality systems?
In a relativoly new and fast-growing field like solar

triergy there may he a lonw dishonest firms Ask the
equq.ment salesman for a list of custorners and talk to
them Also ch-bck into the firm s reputation T he contract
with your installer is very important because that is the
person you ll call first in case of trouble Ask about the
warrant? olfere _1 and read it an-dully It is desir ible to
have a dot,hle warranty one from the installer and one
from 'he solar manufacturer

Cost effect. , eness and reliability are prime concerns
when ,h,.0 log ,,)lar collectors To aid Floridians in lhis
'espect tnt. 'arida Sr;lar Er.orgiCcnter condo( ts a atate-
than n r ;,i,n ,,f ci,liector testing and certification

Ai ; r- , rld in the state ot Florida should
hr Cii? it I dS shown in Figure 1 Three per-

ratir ,v,1 the middle rating marlo-d
1-0e-rne !Ia.,- Te..erat..re be use,J to c-anpare

7, II in f, r I eshi 4 Ii I heat,ng Buy a Certil,ed
,er -uppiyin ; -nos! temperature Btu

Sf00110 -()SI 7r list of Frl2.,EC ertitred cnllrc-
!noir rabinTr .in fr, intainred froe r,harge from

the ; (7, Put,l Int,irn.atior, Office

FE irow ri,nry!,.ri_ts a 'State- Mrin,idtod of

sta yds prriltagate I for Sr)iar dr2rv1,2,,t1i: hint water and
,riyim rung re,;, heat,n,3,,ystrqrs It is lip loth,- huild-

Ir 3 in-g,iei,tor and IOL al official', to enforce these st in-
r For ',ore inturrnation Lontact the USEC c,tandargs

Question Fourteen
How do I install a solar water heater?

Installing a solar water heater requires plumbing roof-
ing and electrical skills which are Iisudily beyond the
ability of an average homeowner

Figure 2 illustrates the plumbing and operational prin-
ciples of a solar water heater using (I lour outl-t solar trot
water tank w,th an electric backup This type is suitable
for new installations or when one decides to discard the
ex,sting cic,tric wator neater which is normally under-
sized for solar applications-a e cannot b lid 2 0 .;allons of
water per person However existing two-outlet water
heaters can be modified for solar use a procedure des-
cribed in Modrlyin(1 $torage f.urks Fr) 1,nprove Sy;tern
Ell,crency IN IO HI) availahle fro.n the Center

T he hot water tank -,hown in F igure 2 differs from con-
ventional tanks in In it ti has no lowr OP( tric element ar ii
there are two outlets on the side in addit.on to thr usual
twn outlets on the top The side Outlets are «imnected to
the collectors as shown All plurubir,j to and from the
.illectors must he well insulated he manber of collec-

tors used may ary I see Question Three)

Question Fifteen
Bow does the solar water heater work?

In the mornin,: m ,unshine thn (olloLtur trio

water in it is heated When the ()Ho, tor water be,

ahout 111 F wanner thou that at tne bottom of the storlgr?
tank s ,errl try sen or `-; 2 in bre i 'ei trrr in

the bank tho renthil contriiller i tR s tho circulat-
ing urnp sAhlch water from the t-ink
collo, tor an,.1 lii, k int,) the tdrik I ,p i .:11, tn" water +leis
10 F in 1 single pa,,s through the c r a the w
you get it the tap ha , been Lir. .ilated /,nt.c,,Hcc-
t mr several times

hi-, process ronitniuS ,is long ftt.: tempi ra

hire th.. cull,. tor oatlet 1-,ahobt I I 1, ;her than that in
the b,Atom ut the tank If the 'afore it.fti rencir
(Tocreari., s firrther the entrii,ler :ihirts off
the pump A haLkiro elor Inc element t nl , r

,'"1 P.m-ids if ,osuffica nt hiqn tint wit1i.r
ijernand A uhtLk aiye prevents he iss which c- lit

'SEC 1214
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Figure 1. The FSEC Collector Certification Label
Use "Intermediate Temperature" rating to compare collectors tor domestic water heating appl1cations.4
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occur if hot water wereallowed to r irc ulate ri the opp,)site
lirectiOn- -a poss)bility when the pump is off 1 he pump
consumes only a small amount of electricity around $3 to
$7 worth per year An air vent preents flow stoppage by
air huh!, es Solar-heated w;-,ter can leach scalding
temperat,,,e% mi the tank u160 -170 ) therefore a mix-
n ; va ..) -)nould rie ns'alled to limit outlet temperature to
14,) F or iess by al,Jing cold water to the hot

Sin,e meChanical check -,alves often get stuck open by
lehr,s or scales in the water periodic maintenance may
tie noc.-saty to ate. ont nighttime thermosiphoning of
riot tank A itet I1 It 0 cool collector The therrnosiphon
test is s)-unle t,i./n the collector linos at nightif at a
p ))nt three )1) 'c ,r te-et away from the tank the return line
to the tank feels r:itter than the other lure the system is
thermos phomng N.ghttime thermosiphoning can be
prevented by usirg a motorized boll valve (a solenoid
,alve) ir--)tead of the check valve This ball valve is electri-
c ally vt. 11)0 ), pen only while the pump is running

-7;

I

Si

; 71
1-17j/

/..,"/

-
-TT` 1 Y.:,,,

_

t'r /

.,

Flgure 2. A Solar Water Healing System

Malfunction has been a problem with some differential
controllers Other types are available such as timers
snap switches, or photooltaic panels which power a DC
pump directly with sunlight-converted electricity Differ-
ential controllers are improving in qu:lity and all control
strategies should perform about equally well if properly
designed and installed

Question Sixteen
Wnat About Freeze Protection?

Freeze protection is an absolute must for any solar
system because a single freeze can destroy a collector
Even in Miami c,ollector tube), have frozen and burst dur-
ing hard winter: stir h as occurred in January 1977

One method of automatic freeze protection is achieved
by hot water circulation (Figure 2) When the temperature
drops below 35 F it is sensed by the freeze sensor S-3
which activates the pump to circulate hot tank water
through the collectors In sonic systems the sensor S-2
can also serve a; the freeze sensor el,minating the need
for a separate S-3 A second level of protection , equired
in this system in the event of a power failure is provided
by the drain valves During hard-freeze forecasts, vakes
V-1 and V-2 can he shut off manually and drains D-1 and
D-,), opened manually to drain the collectors Manual pro-
tection alone may be adequate for homeowners ,n Florida
area , where hard freezes are rare

There are two other types of solar water heaters v. hich
can aff)rd better freeze protect,on but at added ost
T hese are known as the antifreeze and the automatic
drain-down or cfrain-back systems whIcil are usf'd exten-
sivoly in the northern United States and are ako su)table
for Florida

In the antifre,:e system a glycol olution (similar tO
that used in automobiles) instead of w -der is circulated
through the c) 'Hector (sometimes a silicone flu«1 is used)
A heat exchanger between the collector and storage ta,nk
or inside the tank transfers heat from the antifreeze I ) the
water Although this sw stern is usually' more e,pensiye
and !),,s efficient than direct water systems it provides
mach better automatic freeze prntection ye ir round and
fi.t11,1111`; free of scalin) problems in-ode the Coil i tor
.1,hes lowe).,er glycol y c1515 mm. 0,1 periodic fluid
replacement Just as automobile rad, Ours lto Over a
number of years scaling ian ,,everel,/ dgrade the per
formance of direct systems especialk thL,..,e with c))Ilec-
')r tubes narrower than )) ter

Drain-down syrderns normally )1:0 elnctr.cally-
',P11ratOd '11,/11"L'ILI VIlyt, Which ti,,tstni.it.i ally drain the
water from the collector durin freeztril tomperatures In
1,111/1P ,,/,,tertis the ciillo,,tor is ,eit,mal,c thy dramed
where er the ureulating pun11 .top); aref ill de 1.;n
d' un' 1 nIrtsrfl, can he_ 'ad -ate

FSEC-EN-5-80
July 1980
Reulsed. Nouornber 1981

Florida Solar Energy Center
300 State Road 401 Cape Canaueral. Florin 32920

11,11'1 41.1" ' c I 0 1 "
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21. USING ENERGYGUIDE LABELS FOR COMPARISON SHOPPING

OBJECTIVES: K. 51. Identify some benefits of comparison shopping.

K. 52. Identify how a consumer choice involves the giving up

of other alternatives.

MATERIALS: EnergyGuide Labels_ _

ACTIVITIES:

If you have to choose between two appliances with the same feature,:, capacities,
and price, but with different annual energy costs, then obviously you are better

off buying the one with the lower annual energy cost (the more energy efficient
model). You can simply look at the big number on each label, sec
which is lower, and puichase that mo&I.

However, the purchase price of the energy efficient model may be higher than

the price of the stondard model. (This is because extra insulation and more

efficient motors often cost more.) Rut think again: the lower energy cost of the

energy efficient model will usually make up tor its higher purchase price. The

question, then, is how to figure out which model will cost you less in the long

run

Figure 1 is a worksheet that shows you how to nse the EneigyGuide Label

to decide whether you are better oft buying a model with a higher purchase price

but lower annual energy cost. Fur example, yuu can use the worHhect to compare
the two retrigerator-freezers whose labels And prices are provided in Figure 2.

First, you need to fill in the an,:wers to the questions on the top half of

the woik..hcet.

1. Are the appliances comparable in size and feature0 As you ce,all, to find

the capacity of the model, look just above the word "LnergyGuide" on the

h.ft hand side of the label. The refrigeratois in this example Are both
about 17 cubic feet, and the features given on the top right :.ide ot the
labels are the same, so the answer to the first question is "yes."

2. What is the purchase price of the energy efficient model? ',.11At is the price

of the tandard model? The energy efficient model is the ono c,1111 the locr

yearly energy cost (or, in the case of air conditioners, the higher energy

efficiency rating). As you can see in Figure 2, the label on the Model A
shows an average yearly cost of $51; the label. on the Model B, a cost of

$70. In this example, therefore, Model A is the more encigy efficient

Appliance, and Model B is the standard model. Now look at the price tags of

the two refrigerators. The energy efficient model is pi,ccd it ,,545 and the

..tAndard model at $485. (If ..,ou wanted to, }uu could .11.1,0 add sales tax and

delivery charges, if any, to the price of each model.) V.111(11, then, has the

lower total cost9 rhis depends on...

3. How often will von use the product9 This question does not Apply to

refrigerators, fieezers, and water heaters, whic:h run lontin,iously.
However, you will need to answer this question for clothes washers,
dishwashers, and room air conditioners, since these Are appliances that
some people use often but others use seldom.
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4. Vohat is your local energy rate? Assume, for this example, that your

local electricity rate is 5.4C/kWh. Because the grid on the label gives

costs in intervals of 2C, you will need to round off the rate--in this

cace, to 6C/kWh.

How much will each model cost you to run annually, based on your local

energy rate? If you look at 6C/kWh on the cost grids in Figure 1 you can

see that the standard model will cost you approximately $85 per year and
the energy efficient model will cost you approximately $62 per year to run.

S. How long do you expect to keep the appliance? The average life of a

refrigerator-freezer is appoximately 15 years as shown in the table below.
However, assume for this example that you will move in 10 years and leave

the appliance behind.

AVERAGE LIFE EXPECTANCY (F NEW APPLIANCES

Appliance Expected lifetime (years)

Refrigerators and
refrigerator-freezers 15

Freezers 18-20

Pishv.ashers 11

thes washers 11

SNater heatets 10-12

Rorti al r condi t toners 12-15

furnaces 20

Once you have answered the3e five questicns, you can figure out Otether

you are better off buying the more energy efficient appliance by perform-

ing the calculations on the bottom half of the worksbeet in.

Step 1. As shown on the worksheet in Figure I, you first need to calculate

the difference in purchose price between the two appliances by sub-

tracting the cost of the standard model (ti4S5) from the cost of the

more energy efficient model ($545). The price differen(e in this

rase is $60.

Step 2. Next, estimate the amount of money you will save each yedi with the

more energy efficient model by subtracting the operating cost of the

energy efficient model from the yearly operating cost of the standard

model. In this example, since refrigerator-freer,ers run continuously,
you just need to know the local energy rate in order to identify

mndel A and Model B's yearly operating cost. Thus, at a 6C/kWh rate,

lodel A's yearly operating cost would be 62, Model yedrly operating

cost ould be $85, and your yearly :,avings would be ;23 ($85-$62=$23).

Stop cdn then calculate the total amount of money you will s'dVe IH

,perating costs over the years with the more effi(ient appliance

by multiplying the yearly cost by the acmher of years :,ou expect to

keep the appliance (10 years). This gives you the total operating

(osts for the life of the appliances: Mooel A's total operating cost

would be $620, Model B's would be $3i0. lhe differen(e hetween the

two applicances' total operating costs gives the total --ivIngs in

operating cost, $230.
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Step 4. The total cost to you is the purchase price plus the total operating
cost over the life of the appliance. Add the purchase price and total
operating cost for Model A ($545+$620=$1165) and for Model B
($485+$850=$1335) and find Lhe difference or total savings. Thus,

the total savings in this example is $170 over 10 years, that is, by
paying an extra $60, you can save a net $170 in energy costs if you
keep Lill appliance for 10 years.

Step S. Finally you can figure out how soon you will recover the extra $60
you have to pay for the more energy efficient appliance by dividing
the price difference ($60) by the annual energy cost savings ($23).
In Lhis case, it would take you about 2-1/2 years to break even with
the higher priced but more efficient model.

In summary, you can use the energy cost information on the label to deteimine:

which appliance costs less to run

s

whether you are better off buying an appliance %.ith a higher initial
purchase price but lower annual energy cost

\ow you try it on your own. You can compare the two room air conditioners

or dpdr..ashers v.hos r! labels and prices are provided, or, better yet, compare
t'..0) you find in the marketplace. PuL remember: with clothes washeis,
,!ishsa':hers, and room air conditioners, you will need to Lnow both the local energy n
u..ed (e:pre,,sed in loads per week or yearly hours of use) before %oil can identify

their yitly operating costs. Once you know this, do the ';Allle Calltliatl,'n a., you

,iid with :lodels A and B to determine the total cost saViimS.



Figure 1.

HOW TO FIGURE WHETHER THE ENERGY EFFICIENT MODEL IS A BETTER
BUY FOR YOU

Model B

Sanrlad Model

Model A

Energy- Difference
Effent Model

Step 1 Purchase Price $_ $

Step 2 Yearly Cost
(from appliance label) $ $____

Step 3 How many years do
yOu expect to keep it? yrs yrs 0

Total Operating Cost
(Multiply Yearly Cost
5y number of years
,,o will keep it) S S $

Step 4 Total cost to you
Add Purchase Price
and Total Operating
Pncr1 S S $

Step 5 To figure how long it wil; take to recover the extra cost of
the energy efficient model, dividd the difference in price
from line 1 by the difference in yearly operating cost from
line 2

DiffN,Jnce in purchlse price Differenco in yearly cost,Years to Recover

S _

4

_ 3
__ yrs
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MODEL A
Cost: $545.00

(Name of Curporafiuni
Modelts) F117 F317

T ype of Defrost Full Autornahc

, $51

OrVy fr, Volt,
ut rtet Ire 1

nht- %C. OP

t

188
.re4,`, V t..h" L

I., C
raly depenatng on you/ local energi rate and how you use

' Cc ,,,c41,1(l

H. mu, r Um, flo,lei cost ovi to run yearly

Yearly cost

IMAM.

e_

MODEL B
Cost: $485.00

fiefr.geratOr-Free:cr
Capacity 17 Cubic Feel

(Name of ( L,r;,,rahure
Mudeltsi AHc03 AH504 AH507
Type Of Defroct Fut, Auh

u,4
.40 IJ

rAte ul 4 97toer ioov.all hour

bIn

mlm.1 y co .1

$50
I HI:, t.1()(IEL "Ir

1r

.0p1 r
tr

Stiti

Yuur cost will vary depending On yOuf iuLat energy rate and how
yOu use the product th, ,nefgv tusi basee US Go,e,nm.ni ,N11,1 '

How much will this model cost you lo run yearly

Irl.44.01111T
- Ow.

Cost per
1,11(..,watt

huur
bi

Yearly cost
_rasartimiMmsoliftely

AOMMINKUIEIMMIIIM

:

-

,

n sec,uc, a. ir ,if
l031,1I, 'II "e
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22. SUNSHINE INN

OBJECTIVES: 1 60. Define savings as income which is not spent tor consumer

goods or services hut is et aside for future use.

4. 61. Name reasons ishy people save.

4ATERIALS: None

ACTIVITIES:_

Problem: The owner of a small convenience store has been noticing that her

electric bill has been steadily rising. The store has a floor area of 1200

square feet and uses 6000 Wats of fluorescent lighting. The store is open

from 7 AM to 11 PM.

A lighting engineer has informed her that by installing 8 skylights,

each having an area of 8 square feet, that she will be able to keep her

lights off for an average of 8 hours a day. In addition, while the lights

are off, she will save 1000 Watts of air conditioning needed to remove the

heat generated by the lights.

Electricity costs $.08 per kilowatt hour (kWh) and is expected to

become more expensive.

Your job is to determine whether the skylights will be (serth the

investment.

Solution:

1. Call someone who installs skylights and find out what it would cost to

install the 8 skylights. You may int Co get more than one esti*te.

2 Calculate the daily sayings in electrical costs. A kW is PAO Watts.

The savings are given by:

DAILY SAVINGS = (KW LIGHTING SAVED + KW A/C SAVED) X

(HRS LIGHTS OFF PER DAY) X (ELECTRIC RATE)

3. Calculte the yearly savings in electrical co:,ts!

YEARLY SAVINGS = 365 X (DAILY SAVINGS)

Cal(ulate how many days it %%ill take to save enough money to p,iy for

the skl,lights.

DAYS
SKYLIGHT COST

LAILY SAVINGS

5. Calculate how many years it will take to save cno101 money to pay

tor the skylights.

'IEARS = DAYS

365

62



6. Calculate the approximate return on investment tor the skylights.

1
RETURN = X 100

years

7. Find out the monthly payments if the money for the skylights is
borrowed over a 20-year period at a 15% interest. rate.

8. A fancier investment criteria is the internal rate of return. The

formula is;

SKYLIGHT COST =
YEARLY-SAVMGS r

This formula needs to be solved for r. The best way is to use a com-,

puLer or a programmable calculator. When r is found, it is multiplied

by 100 to express it in percent. The value of r is the amount of Lax
free interest which would have Lo be earned if the same money were
invested in something other than Lhe skylights. It takes into account

the estimates that electrical rates will increase by 10% F-r year and

that the skylights will last for 20 years.

9. Compare the monthly payments with the monthly savings in electricity.
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23. SHADE TREES AS INVESTMENTS

OBJECTIVES: M. 62. Define personal investment as the purchase of an
_

asset (with some degree of risk) for tne purpose of
earning future income.

MATERIALS: Student Handout: Landscaping to Save Energy

ACTIVITIES:
_

1. Discuss savings and investment within the context of a free enterprise
system, including the freedom of consumers to look after and to
promote their own best interests.

2. Explain how persons can invest money today, to save money tomorrow.
Quote the famous Fram Oil Filter Commercial "You can pay me now, or
pay me later." Give solar examples: Buy window awnings today, to
save air conditioning bills later. Buy insulation now, to save heat-
ing bills later.

3. Have students read "Landscaping to Conserve Energy." Ask them how trees
and plants are an investment. Ask them how this investment choice can
save them money later; pay a return or profit.

4. With a local nurseryperson, have a team of students maximumize energy
savings in a design for a local house, and minimumize the amount of
m,ney spent. Have them explain their design (s) to the class.

64 :1 .)
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STUDENT HANDOUT

FaandiscapEng qo
Conserve Energy

Hobert Ulm k

It is not possible to control temperature, s, nid and
other natural elements, but It is possible to modify
the climate for better living. With proper selection
an(1 placement, plants can play a role in decreasing
the energy required to keep your home comfortable
during both winter and summer.

Trees, shrubs, vines and other plants protect your
home from intense solar radiation, storms and blowing
winds. Besides helping to reduce your home's fuel
needs, plants help keep your home more dost.free and
reduce noise from highways and other sources.

Add to this the beauty, permanence and homelike
setting which attractive landscaping brings to your
home and commodity. The returns in comfort and
economy far outweigh the cost of planting and main-
tenance. And the time spent selecting and arranging
plants around your home will pay dividends when
your heating and cooling bills come due.

SHADE

vulf 's and espaliered plants pl tots trained
to glow flat against walls or trellises) pros ide cooling
shade for the walls, windows and roof of N'our home
With proper selection and planting, thi v an also
allow the sun to warm your home in the winter

Trees

A tree planted on the west side of your home
shields it from the hot afternoon sun in the summer,
a tree on the east side shades the neighbor's house.
colect deciduous trees because during the winter
their bare limbs will allow the sun's ra)s to warm y our
home An evergreen tree will proside year-round
shade and may be more desirable m troptc.d climates

To shade a roof or wall on a one-stei ). house, plant
medium to large trees as close as 15 to -Y) feet from
the sole or 12 to 15 feet from the cnrner oi the

DocIduous tress provIde a& In the summer and allow tho sun's rays to warm your home during the winter

Rnbert B:ack is an Associate t'rnfeasor a rat Ornamental Horticulturist Institute of Food and Agricultural Science., Uniterioty of

6 5
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Vine covered walls Insulate your home from the sun's hot rays.

lonlding In ;Her to obtain the maxunum ainn'iut
of shade, illow the canopy of the tree to estend oser
the roof

Espaliered Plants and Vines

Espaliered plants anti vines grown on a hare ex.
poscd wall will act as heat control devices They
insulate walls by absorbing and reflecting the sun's
rass before they' strike the wall

Vines can he .l,rown on a trellis to shade windows
h face s'-tuth Dec iduous sines, such as ss isteria,

will shade windows in the summer while permitting
sunlight to enter your home in the winter

Deciduous vines will shade windows in the summer and allow sun
light to enter your horns during the wintr.

66

WIND PROTECTION

lie !Ise of plants to control w Ind Lan redo( e the
cost of home heating and cooling

Dead Air Space

Plat ed in he right spot, es er;green troes and shrubs
can chic id your home from cold winter winds A

Prss of es ergreens placed nest to a wall creates an
area of -dead.' air between the plants and the will
This still or dead air has much less ()tiling power

than loosing air. The temperature difference betss then
the insitle of your home and the outside dt ad air space

Dead
Air
Space

Evergreens next to a wall create a dead anr 'cwe which hefty%
ussulate your horns



Trees and shrubs will reduce wind velocities next to your home

^

T
I I

Plants on the northwest side of your horn* may protect .r from cold wIntpr winds and also direct summer breezes arotind it

6 7



is rt,laked and held lel ititels. ((instant, tt hkh greatls
P the loss ef heat throu,:h the st alls

In the summer. Oat dead air space still also in-
ite .01r horni i M hot air and hi lp

AI( ,:0,:jt loner's cs,ohni; load
this method of V. Illd ptutt i twn to f Wit tP1(1

; esereens must he si rs

; larited to form a s'TlId sk jll

Obstruction and Guidance

; a...t 3,, an obstructing barrier to re-
.luco ed s stall di ose foliaL;e esti niling

th, .7.round create a solid harrier while trees with

I

)ar,, foliage and rr mot ed lost& r hranches form an
te HIM I ( ft oios tis that hramh

th, ''11,1111d .11( 011 111110 ti si iereond plants
k III] ,Thd

PlAtits Ilot ()Ilk SIO ti()sl fl OF dtql.ct.t the ts Hid for
! I two, bur ow\ ,ilso can sf i e to guide the
11,11, III .1 (It ',II, kl Itt 1 non to plot Ai a des;rre of

toJnrss (hiring the sununer For sample, plants
;laced on the northss est side of sour limn( may pro-
ttct it from (old st inter \s Inds aol also dirt( t slimmer
breezes around it

For fulther informatu,n, contact \ our ('ourits
tension OM( e

4.)

e;:%;
44.4%
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24. SOLAR INVESTMENT

(d-JECTP.TS: M 62. Define pelsonal investment as the purchase of an
asset (with some (legree of risk) for the purpose of earning

future income.

MATERIALS: Student Handout: Conservation Choices

ACUIVITIES:

I. Discuss the benefits and risks associated with choices for personal

investments. Discuss the benefits And disadvantages associated with
piggy banks, and options ranging to the $ tock market. Stre:.s degree

of risk, liquidity, and rate of return. Rates of return annual

savings divided by initial investment.

Consider energy conservation as an important option using the Rate of
Return Nomograph on the student handout. For example, use the new cost

of a $1,000 solar system (minus the 40% federal tax credit and any

utility company rebate). If the savings in electricity amount to
25,000 kWh for a family of four and electricity costs bk: per 1601, the

tAX free return on investment would be 15%.

3. Have each student on a team choose a consen.ation investment (e.g.

solar do.Pestic water heater, solar pool heater, ceiling in,,nlation,

etc.) ind call dealers to ascertain the prices. Have the r('.illts

plotted on the nomograph and post the tindings.

In All Oral or written report have students orginize their findings on

risks and rates of retuin on the invetment option which tEey 'Audied
above.

5. Have the class come to these (oncli,,,ions: 4,hich investment -,tudied

offered the best rate of returriv; Which offers the least risk?

F.V.ending the lesson: When a utility company builds A plant to mike

eltctricity, it is making an INVESfM12;T It is building a capital good,

and expects a reasonable rate of return (profit) on the investment. 1,hat.

is the cnirent rate of return received by the utility company ',Plying your

region of Horidi.) Call them and ask, or (Alt the Public Seivice Cormu:

in Tallahassee.
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STUDENT HANDOUT

CONSERVAII0N MACES

Type: Net Installed Cost Current Annual Saving

Water Heating Options:

Heat ReLovery Unit >00 20000Nh

Dedlcated Heat Pump 900 2140001,

Solar System 1,500 364016,h

Consera?Ion Return on Investment Ns,msigraph

A

A

'

144

1 ') fl )

'r k h ) FLN I V: I
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25. RATIONAL CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

0 /I. Identify factors to he considered when .selecting
3 consumer good or service.

K. 53. Define impulsr_buying.

K. 54. Define plaained buying.

StudPnt Handout: Comparison Shopping

ACTIVITIES:

I. Give an example of careless shopp-ii.g. Ask stuAents to share stories of
careless shopping or impulse buying. Ask them vdiat the torrolme'r in each
story should have done to be a careful or planned buyer of goods or services.

2. students to list the factors on the :hall:board 1...hich they would eN,aluate

before buy'ing a solar water heater. Then, ask them to read the handout on
C,mparison Shopping. Do they want to add or ,libtlact frfn their list')

3. iiive the students role-play AN CHOJUnter between A "1;Upel" ,,ilesper,,on and an

uninformed consumer.
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. COMPARISON
SHOPPING

\\ transaction involves a rel-
atively large investment in
time and money Since it is a
motor purchase, compar-
ison shopping is essential
and will pay off in the long
run With the large number
of manufacturers and dist-
ributors of solar equipment
in Florida, the field from
whtch to choose your sys-

A solar energy system

tern and installer muy be larger than you might have guessed

Prior to contacting the installer or manuf acturer in your area, it is advisable
to acquaint yourself w th colar--how it works and what it can deliver The
sources hsted below, and your local hbrary. have publications available to
aid you

Public Information Office
Florida Solar Energy Center
300 State Road 401
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920
(305) 783-0300

National Solar Heating and Cooling
Information Center

P 0 Box 1E07
Rockville, MO 20950

(BOO) 523-2929

Once you feel cornfort,ible with the princ.iplesinvol,ed fl soin.ir system poet -
ation. you should begin shoopir.g It lay Le pi eferabic: to contract vvith a Ioc
installer to ensure prompt past-instalatiOn service This 9ViI dISO enable iuu to

-4 check the installer's local reputation more easily through some of his
n.) customers and by contactmg local consumer protection offices and Better

Bus less Bureaus Sirce in rndny c,ases a local license is required of the instai.
ler check with your city or county building department to determine what
permits are invo'ved Also inquire into the installer's trainingmost irnpertant
because faulty installations are primary causes of solar system probems

Compare the products otte ed by the different companiei A system shou4
be desqned to last at least 20 year, however some serslive Cornpcnents
rt ra nd ericd,c na1 Or Idcement The cc,Ilect t`, tit C,tIi tpdrt
of Cie ,iystem be sure it is made of durdble mdterials Effec.tive 1 ()30 iI
sr, jr s ,ste ois so',1 or manuf ict,oed In Fioridd are required to be approed
F SEC Wf'e,l it' 'oc) ,isk to ;ee the FSEC latul or the Si,mrimry Int urmation
Sheet. each of which describes the collector test results Full test results on
individual col:ecturs are avalable at cost from the FSEC Testing Office

The therm 1,d per'urrnance rating shown on the FSEC label and Summar y In-
forrhatan Sheet can be used hi the crnsumer to compare different cciIei t-
or ; ,12. of these rdtings for a ' certified collectors can be obtained fr, .e

F SEC PW :t forr-at,o,iG".ce ; OrlW systems typically operate n the inter-
rrt c I 'Lc P ,t tt.t..-CO' ,1 tt is what ycu are shopping for corn,idi e
intermediate rallf ro Poo t i.,it en tJ e other hdnd is a low tiriTeratur
prc,..es s7.1 compare low tempi!: utare ratings if that is the kind of system

r-ant

0*1

Following are two methods of approximate comparison

1 Estimate the amount of f 'rgy delivered per dollar of investme.nt, which
can be calculated by dividing the Btu/day value shown on the label by the
total installed cost of the system, then Asultiplying the result by the
number of collectors

2 Estimpte how much electricity and money a system using that collector
will save This can be done by dividing the kt/day figure by 3 600 to find
the daily energy savings in kilowatt hours, then multiplying that kwh sav-
ings by the number of collectors and the current price of eledtricity
( $/kwh I to find the approximate dpily money savings

The Summary Information Sheet also includes a description of the collector
and the collector model number Verify that the collector shown to you is the
one descritx.d on the sheet

Since a collector's materials and size affect its cost, compare collectors of
similar construction and size The other components are relatively standard-
ized and easily avail themselves to cost comparisons.

CERTIFICATION

This cobhal I COWIN

IV IA0 Mr.0..1,1/01

21dAd Os. $11v System
100 Mem $tr m

Adosmn U I1 00031

A01 Ifr 0% rl ,0,0 4'0(0 1.-ey Ire
-,A; _too esiar 3,41 Of 1'4 04. %. a'

; g Low, al 11,0(03 H St 3,7 If
; a 0, 1111 tr 1,01n1, AM ,o;tof

".^. 0 '0 4,0*.ti Of th .110 :* 1. of
ta-4, M ta. s'ef Al OVA*

THERMAL PERFORMANCE RATING'

low trftf,f 4,f I3S C q i MOW s, 29031St.
,0 122 $111000.1 din ISCOD Pets,

in Turpre. 1104 C 212 31:0Xcl s, 3002114011,
(.'SH COW., 23m now

aoall 1 boll o fsoa011 Colo@ Oa P V4a

II Ow da law I ff,f, Cfnlf Crturr Ora 341 100 srefkr,jag 1141

I

'Moll NI MI 'WV 5 rfa Ire OW 04 grist

Ito AI
I Sn,fr Ift.9/ CUM*"
31, Si f gull 4C I

Cso 11.',0, 37910

These do not r epresent minimum or rndiiinium hgures They are provided
merely as an illustrution of the format of an FSEC label

Obtain written contracts (or proposals) with estimates of total system
cost including installation charges Compare the contractc, and do not sign
one until you are satisfied with what you are buying Ask the seller to include all
provisions you may have discussed iis,.th him which you feel are important to
yuur purchase decision You are entitled under fedferal law to examme any
written warranties offered with the product before you buy it'll your contract
states there is a warranty, or if the dealer [Os you there is a written warrianty
available, request a copy Compare the warranties offered on different
systems, but beware of inflated arid excessive warranty coveage A liftttme
warranty is worthless if the business expres before your warranty does

Request a copy of operating and Taintenance instructions and be Sure they
are within your range of technical understanding Compare them with those of
other solar systems for comprehensiveness and simphcity Along with man-
datory equipment approval by PSEC. vendors will be required tosubmit opera-
tion and maintenance manuals to FSEC for approval.
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26. COMPARING SOLAR COLLECTORS

OBJECTIVE: O. 72. State reasons 1 higher prig does not necessarily
dicate better ality.

MA.U.RIPLS: None

ACTIVITIES:

Study the graph showing the performance of two solar collectors.

Col littlor A ItomeroAdt.00yie glanny
Collector 11 F-4.4r/ly efficient manofactuted woh chrome And oron free glass

1500

\ENERGY I UNPT tEITU,Sq FT

2(100 25c10 3o00

Collector A was built by Kacie and her mother. They compared the

efficiency of their collector with one that was tested\at the Florida Solar
Energy Center and made a graph of the results.
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1. Complete the followIng-teble.

SOLAR_ENIRGY' IN COLLECTOR A

BTU'S OUT RATIO

SOO 100 .20

1000

1500

2000

I

COLLECTOR B

BTU'S OUT RATIO

450 .45

2. Make a bar graph comparing the ratio's of the two collectors. Which
one is more efficlent?

3. The homemade collector, A, cost about $300 to build; Collector B cost
$850. Compare the collectors in terms of cost per delivered Btu.

Assume a 1600 Btu/sq. ft./day solar day.
Collector A $/Btu Collector B $/Btu

4. Which collector is the better bargain. Explain your choice using your
calculations.

N.
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27. EXAMINING WARRANTIES

OBJECTIVES: P. 73 Name some of the basic provisions contained in warranties
and guarantees.

MATERIALS: Student Handout: Warranties
Selected equipment and installation guarantees from manufacturers
and contracting installers.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Read the student handout.

2. Imagine that you are purchasing a solar water heater. Select one based on
any criterion you choose, such as design, appearance, cost, avilability,
advertising claims, or other factors. Read the manufacturer's guarantee
or warranty and answer the following questions:

a. Is the warranty full or limited?

b. If the warranty is limited, list items not covered.

c. What is the period of the warranty?

d. List obligations the customer must meet.

e. If dny component fails .4.ithin the period of the warranty, Olat must
the customer do to obtain warranty service?

f. Does the manufacturer require that any units be returned to the factory
or service center for repair if the unit fails during the period of the
warranty? If so, who pays for shipping?

g.
4.

Does the manufacturer make any claim to indemnify or reimburse the
purchase for loss if failure of any component in the :,v:,t'.m causes:

(1) Water damage to the residence?
Physical indury to occupants9

(2) Damage to neighboring property or people?

(i) Inconvenience of expense incurred due to havin to obtain
substitute equipment while repairs are being made?

(4) Labor costs to make neiessary repairs'

h Are any or all items covered by a pro-rated provision' If Oiat

items and what is the pro-rate provision'

1. What provisions are made for freeze damage to the equipment?

J . What provisions are made for protection against ()rr,on damage?
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4. Compare the class's answers to part 3 and reassess "purchases" on basis study
ot warranties.

5. Rewrite a warranty to achieve one or more of the following objectives:

a. Greater clarity or readability.

b. Geater solar appeals,

C. Better consumer protection.

d. Less ambiguity.
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WARRANTIES
t/

As with any consumer
product, the warranty for

\ your solar energy system
\ should be your assurance
\that the manufacturer and

installer stand behind the
system-- the terms of the
warranty should indicate
how strongly they will stand
behind it There are state
and federal warranty laws
designed to protect you

The federal warranty law stipulates requirements where a written warranty
is made available on a product It defines a written warranty as a written af -
firmation of fact or a written promise for a specified period of time For ex-
ample. if your sales contract contains a clause which guarantees the installa-
tion and materials for a year. you have a written warranty This triggers the re-
quirements of the federal law If yuu receive nothing in writing, the product is
covered by an implied warranty The law does not require that a written war-
ranty be offered

Written warranties are differentiated in the federal law as either full or
limited, and the appropriate designation must appear on the warranty doc-
ument The full warranty is presumably better because it provides for the
following

A defective product be fixed (or replaced) free, including I emoval and
reinstallati(Jn if r ecessary

The product wfl be fixed within a reasonable time after you complain

-J You mil rot haic to do anything unreasonable to get warranty service
-J (such as shipping the collector back to the factory)

The warrarty is good for anyone who owns the product during the war-
ranty perod

-- if the prcduct can't be fixed for hasn t been after a r easonabie number of
tries) you get ',Our chc Le of a new product or a re'und

A fu1 warr anty does e,:essar y cover the enta e product Th,s is a Lru-
cial ocint n the soar ystem pLrLhase. since the four rna,or Lcmpcnents are
r;i1h,0C1 to 41rrart A produ t Can carr 1 more than one ...rtteu w,irrar ty and
("11/ re a fu'l rrin n ()-e :nt,rit and j ir ,te j ranty cfn tt e

..urf.. d i r. r ;,ar t each v.arrJr,ty Lu.er, and ho
or,f,Jzturur ,nsta' e re,rn., f.'e 'or the w.irranti
If e _ed arty Otrt3fl than the fun v.,r-rafly For ex-

an tr,-, a te 1 Pr,inty ")ai
Lo.ier only p irts ,ict tibor
Mow cnly a pro-r ita refLrd on CI pd,t

Rrou re ,cu to ret ;rn a hP3+.y prodact to the star e fur serviLe

Cr on y the t,r%t
Cf,drge 'or t

Reg irds of f c the wari ant i is abelled and how the pro.risions read the

consumer should still be cautiousfind ciut how long the vendor has been doing
business and how he plans to back up e0e warranty Beware of inflated war-
ranties which promise everything, forevlar

The implied warranty comes automatically with every sale even though it is
not written out First, the product you buy must be fit for its ordinary purpose
--e g , a solar water heater must heat your water Second, if you buy a product
relying on the seller's advice that it can be used for a special purpose, then this
advice may create a warranty However, all implied warranties may be avoided
by the seller if he states that no warranty is given- i e you buy it "as is "This is
un,fcceptable in a solar transaction Ask f or at least a one-year warranty on
the installation of the system in addition to any product warranties offered.

THE
SALES COMTRACT

The contract should in-
clude a description of the
system and components,
including make and model
number (and sizes where
appropriate) If the con-
tract makes any promises
with respect to warranty,
make sure you have receiv-
ed a copy of the i.iiarranty or
. -formation (such as a reg-
istration card) on how to

obt&r, it Avoid fuil payment in eavance or before the system has bee') opera-
tional for a specific per,od by setting out a payment schedule in the contract

In Flonda, when the sales contract is signed away from the seller's place of
business or Involves a senes of payments, a three-day coohng of f period is per-
mitted A clause to this effect conspicuously in the contract

n(i 'ude a WI itten statement in the contract stating that company will
r e,ond to warTanty calls v.ithin

STUDI57T HANDOUT
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BOX 1273 SARASOTA, FL. 33578 [013] 957-0106 4LIMITED WARRANTY GULF THERMAL CORP.,

it
Sul Thermal Carporat ion werrants ita collector:, to be rriantifactured to h (la atan-
card with firat commercial grades of moteriala from rehable soiat'oes used through-
oat Each carel is pressure tested prior to shipment. 9

at.

F r a per od of five 151 years from the dote of inatallation, Gulf Thermal will repair or
eca'ciae FY.IN," defective ports including the abeorber plate surface except aa detailed in
fa- e fol:ow 13 paragraph where such defect is the result of manufacturing error in-
clod rig ceaa. of labor. materiala, inatallation and ahipm it to installation alte within the
Continental US Dort of embarkation for overseaa sitea

1.4 When black creome on nickel surface is specified. Gulf Thermal warrants the process
to 'aye heen performed in a workmanlike manner in 6c.r.ord8nce with tafar.t industry

9!0.70
prarace by Glyrotc Plating Company. Canton, Ohio As there are not yet AS FM -tan-
cta-Ca, eatablished for aolar application of the finish, Olympic and theeefore Guff Ther-
mat are unable to iaaue a warranty on durability or range of continuing performance.

ars

Guif Thermal colleCtons ere not warranted against glass breakage, damage due to
'-eez rg or copper damage due to unacceptable transfer fluid. In open F.;yst.erns water
havng a ph between 9 4 end 7 0 is acceptable In closed syatems, original fluid and any

fluid aroald consist of a mixture of Preatone II R manufactured by Union Car-
t de Coraoration. or equivalent product containing the necessary inhibitors and

"d vaiter if available, otherw water teating from 9 4 to 7 0 ph Mr2 mixture
a- -coact anoald be as specified on the contaner for the climatic ore.a

T-e ;:nrr pa ny's Ilabty under this warranty shall be ended in the event of breakdown of
tae panel due to improper installation. reglaang. failure to replace broken glass
o-crrptly, ce other breach of the enciosare aiiowinq tre intrusion of excesaive mois-
t .re or ra aer foreign material

ir trn event uf breakdown due to corrosion of the copper flow rube., when transfer
f u.d has been aa i!ptable es above defined. Gulf Thermal warrarts for the first year

,
erter completion of installation all costs of parts and labor required icD remedy the
oefect including replacement of the absorber plate it neceaaary For the next four 141
,eaes Gulf Thermal will deliver to the alte all parts ne.eded to remedy the calf-Jut in-
Cading a replacement absorber plate or entire new Cohector if neCes,Sary

Ta s warrarmy goes .ivith ie collector and unaf forted by c'en ae. of owne, ielp Con-
Leiaential damaaa., raai in of failure of tha; collector are nor. warranted

7ras warranty give ,cu ecific legal riqf its, rind you may tii30 hC3vo other righ-a which
var/ from atate to atote In order to obtain perforrnani-e on any of the above warran-
t/ o gat lona or should you hove an unnolied problem concerning any Gulf Thermal
p"odi :t. al.-a-lac write or call collect the undtaaaigned

17.

GULF THERMAL
CORPORATION

P. 0 Box 1273 Sarasc.,a, Florida 33378 (813) 917-0106

t.It.ttv .r

4.); ti;:tts
',,ottZ

4\,atpuo.,4,:aily,"44; 14tn:.'0 fil.,:ye

7 8

Dudley ..4)locurn
President
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,
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28. SOLAR INSURANCE

OBJECTIVE: S. 79. Define insurance as the purchase of protection
against loss.

MATERIALS: Student Handout: Checklist for Low Insurance Risk Solar

Water Heaters

ACTIVITIES:

I. Define insurance, loss, and risk with the students. Ask them to list

examples of each concept.

2. Read the Handout "Insurance Costs."

3. Using a sample, tell what homeowners insurance is.

4. Case situations:

a. installed a $3000 solar hot water heater,

b. their home's value increased by $3000 to $58,000,

c. average repairs on the solar hot water heater are $15 per year.

d. Should they buy increased homeowner's insurance? Why? Why not?

5, Using the handout as a reference, call a local insurance agent and find
out what questions a homeowner would be asked when seeking insurance coverage

for a solar water system.
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STUDENT RANDOUT

INSURANCE COSTS

A mint-survey of insurance companies in Florida revealed no objections
to insuring homes vith solar energy installations. Solar-equipped homes
are covered under standard homeowner policies without special exclusions or
rate adjustments. The systems are insured as part of the home, with a
premim. reflecting the increased replacement cost of the structure. The
premium Increase is small, usudlly about $10 to $15 per year or less than 1
percent ot the initial system cost.

CHECKLIST FOR LOW INSURANCE RISK SOLAR WATER HEATERS

1. BUILDING IS STRUCTURALLY SOUND FOR SOLAR SYSTEM.
(Is roof capable of supporting collector weight?)

2. THE SIZE OF THE SOLAR SYSTME IS APPROPRIATE FOR
THE BUILDING.
(Oversizing is as bad as undersizing.)

YES NO

3. COLLECTOR MATERIALS ARE FIRE RESISTANT.
(Some types of insulation and gasket materials
are not suitable for high temperature applications.)

4. COLLECTOR MATERIALS ARE DURABLE.
(High quality materials should be used to ensure
a long working life for the system.)

5. POTENTIAL DAMAGE FROM LEAKS IN COLLECTOR IS
MINIMAL.
(Quaiity control in manufacture is an important
element.)

6. CATCH BASIN FOR ANTIFREEZE LEAKS FROM COLLECTORS
PROVIDED (IF APPLICABLE).
(Certain transfer fluids may either weaken
roofing materials or cause discoloration.)

7. GROUND-MOUNTED COLLECTORS ARE PROTECTED O MINIMIZE
PERSONAL INJURY.
(Injury from metal surfaces or cuts from broken
glass can be avoided by proper siting and protection.)

8. POTENTIAL FOR VANDALISM IS MINIMAL.
(It is a poor idea to mount collectors in a
high-traffic area.)

9. DRAINAGE IS PROVIDED NEAR STORAGE TANK.
(For protection from undetected leaks, drainage
should be provided.)
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10. HAZARDS FOR PERSONAL INJURY AROUND STORAGE TANKS
ARE MINIMAL. ,

(Storage containers should be adequately insulated
to retain heat and prevent burns. They should not
obstruct ingress and egress.)

11. PRESSURE RELIEF DEVICE FOR STORAGE TANK IS
PROVIDED.
(A pressure relief valve must be included.)

12. UL OR OTHER APPROVED EQUIPMENT IS INSTALLED.
(Pumps, etc. should be UL-approved.)

13. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS WERE INSPECTED OR APPROVED
BY A LICENSED OFFICIAL.
(In must jurisdictions, 110V wiring and
connection to the potable water supply must be
done by a licensed contractor and inspected.)

14. EXPOSED PIPES ON DHW SYSTEMS ARE INSULATED AND/OR
GUARDED TO MINIMIZE POSSIBILITY OF PERSONAL
INJURY.

(Adequate insulation will prevent burns and
Increase sys,em efficiency.)

;I
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29. TAY CREDITS

1)BJECTIVES: T. 82. Define taxes as money paid by individuals and businesses
to local, state or national go rnments to pay for goods

and services.

..-

T. 83. Define government regu ations as rules of conduct for
consumers %rid producers.

T. 84. Identify kinds of taxes individuals may be required

to pay.

NATER1ALS: Student Handout: Taxes and Energy Conservation
_ _

ACTIVITIES:

1. Review the concept of taxes as resources paid to the government
(local, state, federal) for "services." Then, raise the question of
"tax credits" --What are they?

2. Have students call the toll free Internal Revenue Service number for
their area"to get information on energy tax credits. They might wish

to visit the local IRS office.

Examine the forms for the two kinds of tax credit: solar applications

and energy conservation. Remind students that this is applicable to
federal income taxes (not local and state). Have them compute the tax
credit on $500 worta of insulation and a $2800 solar water heater for a
home.

3 Ask if the adde(1 insulation and the solar collector will mean a) added
sales tax to be paid this year and/or b) added local taxes on their
home (real estate taxes). Assume.that the home is assessed for

$59,000. Have the students read the student handout: Taxes and Energy

Conservation.

4 Show students how state and federal tax policy is used for nNiE THAN
REVENUEit is a way to alter customer behavior (or at least to try to do so.).

82
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STUDENT HANDOUT

TAXES AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

Federal Tax Savings

The federal government provides energy,income tax credits for both resi-
dential and commercial installations as a result of the National Energy Act
of 1978 and 1980 amendments to that act. The Internal Revenue Service
aiministers the program and determines equipment eligibility. Specific

Information on residential credits may be.found in IRS Publication 903;
information on business credits is in Publication 592. The following-are
brief descriptions of the three types of credit:

1) Residential Renewable Enersy credits (non-refundable) apply to
new or retrofit installations made on a principal residence
between January 1, 1980, and December 31, 1985. Any credit in
excess of liability may be carried forward to sucieeding tax
years, through 1987. Solar, wind, or geothermal equi.pment used
to provide heating, cooling, hot water, or electricity in a
dwelling is eligible. Pool heating, heat pumps, and leased
systems do not qualify. The credit amounts to 40 percent of
up to $10,000 (a maximum crediL of $4,000) invested.fli qualified
active or passive, homebuilt or commercial systems. Passive
systems serving a significant structural function are not eligible,
with the exception of collectors installed as part of J roof.
Table 4 shows the very significant effect of federal income Lax
credits on solar system costs.

2) Residential Energy Conservation credits (non-refundable) are
_

provided for investments in insulation, caulking, weather ,

stripping, modified flue openings, storm or thermal doorsdind
window, automatic furnace ignition systems, clock thermostats,
etc. The credit amounts to 15 percent of the first $2,000
(a maximum credit of $300) invested in qualified e(Iuipment
between April 20, 1977, and December 31, 1985. Only extsting
dwellings (those in existence on Aprtl 20, 1977) are eligible,
and they must serve as the taxpayer's principal residence.

3) Auginess Energy credit-S apply to new or retrofit solar or uind
_

energy installations made between January I, 1980, and December 31,

1985, to provide heating, cooling, hot water, or industtial pracess
heat in a structure. This credit is not available to uttlities.
Qualified active systems are eligible tor a 15 percent tax credtL.
An additional 10 percent Investment credit is available tor certain
process heating applications. effecting a total 25 per(ent tax
credit.
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TABLE 1

Effect of Federal Income Tax Credits on Solar System Costs

System Cost Federal Tax Credit Effective Cost_

$ 500 $ 200 $ 300

1,000 .400 600

1,500 600 900

2,000 800 1,200

3,000 1,200 1,800

5,000 2,000 3,000

10,000 4,000 6,000

20,600 4,000 16,000
i

Taxpayers whose principal residence is a condominium, cooperative or

apartment are eligible for the residential renewable energy credit. If the

system is purChased individually, (i.e., independently of a condominium

association, tenants association, or one orocre neighbors), the taxpayer is

eligible for the entire credit. If the system is purchased jointly or through

an association, the expendlture must he prorated to each unit and the credit

tiken on the prorated expenditure.

If a solar system is financed, the interest paid on the loan is deductible

from adjusted gross income (IRS Form 1040), uhrch reduces an individual's tax

rate alid, therefore, reduces the amount of tax paid. Appropriate deductions

silOul/ibe _Included in any.economic cash flow analysis.
\

State TaX Savirws

The stat7 of Florida has enacted two solar tax incentives:

1) Sales Tax Exempt_1411: Solar systems and requisite used for

space heating or cooling, domestic hot water, or pool heating and,

the cost of labor associated with their installation are exempt from

the 4 percent state sales tax. "Hardware" 1.ne1udes the piping

connetting tank to collectoro and the rieees iry valves, v,mt.s, etc.

It does Pot extend to the plping running from the tank to the hot
_

water taps, or piping not used in a solar Fystem. lhe Florida

Department pf Revenue has developed an audrt form Oirth requites
the purchaserrto affirm that the merchandise put-Oil:0., %,111 he

used exclusively in a solar system. The law is ettettle t1irou):h

Juri 10, 1984. Besides solar systems, other equipment , lielhle

for the sales tax exemption Includes waste heat
heat pump water heaters, air conditioning with LIR v,ilurs

greater that 10.0, and heat per.ps with EER greater that 10.0 and

CiiP greater than 2.8.
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2 Property Tax Exemption: A 1980 constitutional amendment authorizes

a property tax exemption for solar and other "renewable energy"

aevices (defined to Include high efficiency heat pumps, water heater

heat pumps, and waste heat iecovery units). The law provides thrt;.e

methods for determining the amount of exemption. It mw,l be the

lesser of:
_

1) The assessed value of the property on whith the 1,vice is
installed, less any other authorized exemptions (e g.,
$b0,000 Assesed value ot lic,me less .6,000 homrsteai
exemption gives renewah1:2 exemption, if le,.s than (2) and

(3) below, of $55,000).

Original cost of devi,e, iriLlnding installation, 1.-ut ex-
cluding cost of replacing property removed ot i ed in

the course of installation (e.g., a solar dumef..tic hot
water system installed at cost of.$2,000; the cost of
removing existing hot water tank IN an extra $1CO3 hat is

not included; the renewable exemptiov, it less tt,in ki) and

(3), is $2,000).

3) Eight percent of a,sessed value h,me immediat.ely

installation (e.g $60,000 house t.ith S2,0o0

added, increaseing ,r;sesSed value te ..;u:,.;(10. Eight peiceit

of $62,000 equals h" th'
exemption it le.,s than (1) oi

In the example given, Lhe exetuption u.ould , at

of the system. This will he the m-st frequent .kiurt,nie

The intent of the legislation was to ensure ;"1

equipmi-nt that the decision to "go t:oaIl not 12. :cc,' tn,11

puTerty taxes. In attual practice, howeer, proi.erty 1;,pt ti.ers have

:ilued the solar system in the pr.(petty , aalir

system uliuld have to be intluded in the ast tt,

be allw.ed. The now law wilI no- d.,ubt Ching, ,i1

solar to be valued and .ubseqbetitly exempty!

4
Ihe exemption ...Ili be idminiateted ;: yrty

For in it t 1 ii;,ite t. I he e,....a,pt 1 4: : fl , 1 I ,

and information -n tiling for the eAt,ption, %,/iut i 1 St I

Eligible equipmrnt mw.t. be

l'el-eltd,e; 31, 14.;0, toi the ed, ,11.f, 1, t

exrmpti, It I I ht Vi1.1 +..!"
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INSURANCE COSTS

A mini-suivey of insurance companies in Florida revealed no objections
to insuring homes with solar energy installations. Solar-equipped homes

are covered under standard homedwner policies without special exclusions or
rate adjustments. The systems ar( insured as part of the home, with a
premium reflecting the increased replacement cost of the structure. The

premium increase is small; usually about $10 to $15 per year or less than 1
percent of the initia? system cost.

CHECKLIST FOR LOW INSURANCE RISK SOLAR WATER HEATERS

1: BUILDING IS STRUCTURALLY SOUND FOR-SOLAR SYSTEM.
(Is roof capable of supporting collector weight?)

2. THE SIZE OF THE SOLAR SYSTME IS APPROPRIATE FOR
THE BUILDING.
(Oversizing is as bad as undersizing.)

YES NO

3. COLLECTOR MATERIALS ARE FIRE RESISTANT.
(Some types of insulation; and gasket materials
are not suitable for high temperature applications.)

4. COLLECTOR MATERIALS ARE DURABLE.
(High quality materials should'he uied to ensure
a long working life for the system.)

5. POTENTIAL DAMAGE FROM LEAKS IN COLLECTOR IS
MINIMAL.
(Quality con(r:1 in manufacture is an important
element.)

6. CATCH BASIN FOR ANTIFREEZE LEAKS FROM COLLECTORS
PROVIDED (IF APPLICABLE).
(Certain transfer fluids may either weaken
roofing materials or cause discoloration.)

7. GROUND-MOUNTED COLLECTORS ARE PROTECTED TO MINIMIZE
PERSONAL INJURY.
(Injury from metal surfaces or cuts from broken
glass can be avoided by proper siting and protection.)

8. POIENTIAL FOR VANDALISM IS MINIMAL.
(It is a poor idea to mount collectors in a
high-traffic area.)

9. DRAINAGE IS PROVIDED NEAR STORAGE TANK.
(For protection from undetected leaks, drainage
should be provided.)
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30. GOVERNMENT REGULATION

OBJECTIVES: T. 83. Define government regulLtions as rules of conduct
for consumers and producers.

MATERIALS:

ACTIVITIES:

T. 85. Define regulatory agencies as appointed or elected
groups of individuals who are responsible for preparing and
administering government regulations.

Student Handout: Consumer Complaint Form
Sensible Solar System Selection

1. What is government regulation? Explain the following to students: In.
the American economy the questions of what to produce, how to produce
it, and how to share it are not left exclusively to free market
forces. In our mixed economy, government plays a key role. Government
influences the allocation of resources in several ways. Control over
the production of some goods and services (such as national defense,
highways and justice) has been removed from the private sector and
placed in the public sector where government &akes the important
decisions. Government also intervenes in many markets with regula-
tions and controls with the intest to improve upon the results pro-
duced by the free play of market forces. Examples are public utility,
regulation, tariffs, minimum wage laws, and antipollution and safety
requirements. Finally, through its taxing and spending activities,
government shifts control over resources from private hands to the
public, and it also redistributes,income among individuals through
transfer payments. These activities influence what and how much will
be produced, how it will be produced, and how it will be shared or
used.

2. Discuss with students what they think the government ought to do in
each of the following cases:

a. Mary and Harry, now retired in Ft. Myers, buy a $15,000 solar
water heating system which will last "40 years." They are 70 years old
and think that th. salesperson mislead them.

b. Sally and Bill bought a solar pool heater and it never worked
properly. They are quite unhappy.

c. Carl and Tom bought a solar water heater. The plumber left their
roof a mess and it now leaks.

d. ABC Collectors, Inc. told Tom that their collector would provide
95% of his hot water needs. It didn't. He is angry after
spending $2,800.00.

3. Have students read the handouts. Is solar collector certification
a necessary and proper functior for government? Why? Why not?
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4. Tell students that the Florida Department of Professional.Regulation
licenses building contractors and subcontractors. To get a license, a
builder must pass a State examine which has solar energy questions on
it. Is this a necessary and proper function of governmcnt? Why? Why

not?

S. The Florida Division of Consumer Services in Tallahassee distributes
material and receives complaints about solar energy matters. Read the
brochure and the complaint form. Is this a necessary and proper
function of government? Why? Why not?

6. Check with your county commission to see what local regulations and
regulatory agencies operate in the solar energy field (e.g., building ,

code inspectors' office, consumer protection office, etc.)

7. Design a simplified complaint form that could be used to investigate
problems with solar equipment.
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How Can I Protect Myself From Unscrupulous
Solar Energy Equipment Salesmen and
Poor Quality Systems?

In a relatively new and last-growing fielo fikr solar energy,there may be a few dishonest firms 'Ask the equipment
salesman for a lost of customers, and talk to them Also, check
into the firm's reputation The contract with your installer isvery important, because that is the persost you will call first incase of trouble Ask about the warranty offwed and read itcare'ully It is desirable to have-a double warranty one fromt.ie irstatter and one from the solar manufacturer

Cost-eftectiveness and reliability are prime concerns when
buying solar collectors To aid Floridians in this respect, theFlorida Solar Energy Center conducts a slatemandatedprogram of collector testing and certification

All collectors now sold in the state of Florida should bear theCenter's label as shown in Figure One Three performance
ratings are given, and the middle ratMg, marked 'Intermediate
Temperatjre," should be used to compare collectors for
domestic water heating Buy a certifled collector supplying the
most intermediate temperature Btu per dollar of installed costA list of FSEC-certified collectors and their ratrigs can be

V..*OlfaitiCOLIJECIDAV 4:r
ERTIFICATION

Oblasned free of charge from the FSEC Public Information
Office

In the near future, FSEC will conduct a state-mandated
program of Standards promulgated for solar domestic hol
water and solar swimming pool heating systems. will be up to
the building inspectors and lucal code officials to enforce
these standards and ensure that solar installations meet the
FSEC standards For more information contact the FSEC
Standards Office

ittsi
boV9MAIROAbps01

ANAVAPALtin 4 291,20
FSEC 1234

MANUFACTURED IT

Manufacturer $ Name
Street Address

City State and Zip Cede

MOOEL

5671

SERIAL a

hat been tested lor thermal performance and meets the minimum standards
established by (he fluids Solar Energy Center as directed by Section377 705 Florida Statutes

THERMAL PERFORMANCE RATINGS'
Led Temp 135 C 95 Fl 27 no kJ/day 26 300 Cur day

intermediate Temp ISO C I?? Fl 16 100 kJ/day 17 600 Ellu/day 4
Hip Temp 1100 C 21? F)

1 300 kJ/day 1 200 Itu/day
lased on an assumed standard day Irr FloridA

GROSS COLLECTOR AREA 2661 m1 126 93
COVER PLAT( AREA 2 704 m' 129 10 HI
COLLECTOR LENGTH 2 111 m 17 I/ lt1
COLLECTOR WIDTH 1 229 m 14 03 HI
COLLECTOR WEIGHT 52 3 kg litS3101
1111I0 CAPACITY 7 9 L. 12 09 gag
RIC FLOW RATE I 9 Liquid ml/s 10 5 gpml
MAX OPERATING PRESSURE. 127 Isloo gouge 1120 Plitt
MAX 10A0 WINO 1626 Pa 134 pet
THERMAL PERFORMANCE EFFICIENCY IASHRAE 93 77 or 96 801

INTERCE*1 56 6

SLOPE
W.atts

(114 )C
F

INCIOENT ANGLE MOOIFIER AXIS I 005 AXIS 2 NrA
USE RESTRICTIONS none

Figure One
THE FSEC COLLECTOR CERTIFICATION LABELUse "Intermediate Temperatuie" rating to compare collectors tor Oomestic water heating'applicallons 4
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SENSIciLE SOLAR S\ ST IN SELECTION

If then: is one cnaiacteristn consumers have in

common, it kthe desire to i nes money's worth
on a commertal transaction. In the solar field, there

are four main obstacles in :Ai .1% .ng this all.important

cbjective:

1. The consumer's own lack of knowledge and
inexperience i this field.

2. Manufacturers who unintentionally build shoddy
products,and who are ton oserenthusiastic about
their productS.

3. Dealers who unintentionally install the system

incorrectly.
4. Deliberate fraud and nnsrepie?entation.

The best weapon against all four is for you to
recognize your own limitattons and to rely upon
competent engineering counsel Here arc some steps

you can take to insure that you get your moncy's

worth in a solar system.

Ask for proof that the product will perform as

advertised. Thc proof could come from an
independent laboratory or a university. You
should have thc report itself, not what the
manufacturer states the report claims.

" Examine the warranty carefully. Remember that

according to thc law, the manufacturer must state

that the warranty is full or limited. If it is limited,
know what the limitations are. How long does the

warranty last? Are parts, same, and labor
covered? Who will provide the service, Does thc

equipment have to be sent back to thc manufac.

turer for repairs? Make sure you understand thc

terms of thc warranty before you buy. Ask the
seller what financial arrangements, such as an
escrow account, 'have been made to honor the

warranties.

" Solar compnnents ore like stereo components
some work well together, others don 7 If the
system you are purchasing is not sold as a single

package by one manufacturer, then you should

obtain assurance that the seller has had the
professional expemnce of choosing properly.

1 b.

'

89

4sk the mon or woman btho owns one. Ask the
seller tor a list of previous purchasers and their
addresses, and ffien ask the owners about their

experiences.

*

Be careful of sellers who use Post Office box
numbes. Though many legitimate businesses uSe
these outlets as a convenient way to receive hills
and orders, a commcn tactic of the fly.bynight
artist is to use a Post Office box number, operate
a territory until the law starts closing in, then
move and take a name in a new territory. Find
out from the seller where his place of business is,

how long he has been there, and ask for his
financial references. The installer should be
bonded, insured, licensed, and have a' building
permit.

Be sure you will know specifically who will
service the solar system if something gues wrong.
DOn't settle for a response that any plumber or
handyman will do.

Don't try a do-it-yourself kit, unless you really
have a very solid background as a handyman. One
or two mistakes could make a system inoperable

and you will have no one to blame but yourself.

Remember that what counts with a solar system
is the amount of BTU's delivered for the final end
use of the system, and that this amount con
fluctuate widely. A good guide to performance is
whether thc season is typical or atypical. If it is
typical, and your energy use patterns haven't
changed, then the savings projections may have

been inaccurate.

" If the seller makes verbal claims that are not
reflected in the literature handed out, ask him to
write those claims down, and to van his name to
it. Compare viiiat he said with what he wrote.

Save that statement.

Beware of simplistic cloims. They generally Inve a
catch "This solar system will handle up
of your heating needs" may only apply to homes
that have extravagant insulation ,



CONSUMER COMPLAINT FORM
(Please print or type)

(Date) (Full name of person filing complaint)

Your Home Address: Telephone:
(street) (area code-number)

(city). (state) (zip code)

Your Business Address: Telephone:
---(ERFrOyed by) (area code-number)

(city) (state) . (zip code)

II/ wish to complain about the following company or person:

Address:

Telephone:
(company name)

area code-number

(street) (city) (state) (zip code)

Prodoft or service involved:

II

all company representatives with whom you have had contact:

Did you complain to the company? When?

IIDID YOU SIGN ANY PAPERS? DATE?
(rF SO, ATTACH COPIES, OR SEND ORIGINALS FOR US TO COPY AND RETURN TO YOU.)

"Have you contacted a private attorney? If so, give his name and

his address:

Explain your complaint fully, giving events in the order in which they

11

happened, if possible. (Use additional sheets if necessary.)

(over)

IICS-2 90
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If yOur complaint relates to false advertising or deceptive trade practices,
indicate when and where the product or service was advertised. (If possible,

attach a copy of the advertisement.)

What would satisfy your complaint?

IIAre you under 18 years of age? a

May a copy of this complaint be sent to the party complained about?

III wish to file this complaint with your office. I understand that your

office does not conduct litigation for individuals in matters which involve

11

purely private controversies. I am, however, filing this complaint to
notify your office of the activities of this party and for any other
assistance you may be able to render.

(Signature of Person Filing Complaint)

RETURN COMPLETED COMPLhINT FORM TO:

IIFlorida Department of Agriculture Consumer Services
Division of Consumer Services
The Mayo Building
IITallahassee, Florida 32304
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31. HOW CAN LAWS AFFECT A DECISION TO INVE,ST?

OBJECTIVE: T. 87. Nate some different kinds of goods and services provided by
local, state and national governments.

Students should be able to:

MATERIALS:

Identify government actions that encourage (or, if you turn it
around, discourage) private business investment. In this lesson
students study the effects various governmental actions may have
on investment oecisions. In a modified market economy investment
decisions are based primarily on the anticipation,of profits.
Government cannot order that investments be made. But there are
a number of ways government can encourage private business inve5t-
ment. This lesson is designed to illustrate some of these ways.

. Evaluate some of the costs and benefits of government actions on
business ventures.

Student Handout: "Which Government Actiop Would Encourage Private
Investment? Which Would Not?"

ACTIVITIES:

1. We suggest plunging directly into the lesson by asking the class to respond
to these questions:

a. Why doesn't the government just take on the responsibility for the
development and production of,energy?

(Student answers will vary. You might want to point out that in
a modified market economy such as the United States, the consumer
ultimately determines what is to be produced. Firms respond to con-
wmer demands and try to influence consumer demand through advertising,
etc. They then determine how,to produce and for whom. However, the

government can prohibit certain actions, regulate others, and encourage
still others. Only in times of national emergencies may the government
take over private besinesses, and then only tor the length of the
emergency.)

b. Why might the government have different goals for energy development
than private business firms?

(The government may not be as directly interested in profits Co be
made. It may have the interests of the general public or of special
interest groups more in mind than would private businesses).

c. Is a secure supply of energy for the nation the responsibility of
government? On what authority is goverament based? Explain.

Source: National Science Teachers Association
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A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

(All government action must ultimately be based on theConstitu:

tion. In the Preamble, the government is given the responsibi1it9
for providing for the "common defense," "insuring the blessings of'
liberty for ourselves and mit posterity," and "providing for the
general welfare." These stipulations, plus the interstate commerce
clause, give government the power to do for people what they cannot

do for themselves.). Ask: Why might government be concerned about
having adequate energy for our needs? What are the consequences of

an energy shortage? And ask:. Are there different philosophies on
the role of government in the U.S. economy? Discuss.

Distribute copies of the handout, "Which Government
Action Would Encourage Private Investment? Which Would Not?" Have

students check the appropriate column. After they have finished

marking their choices, discuss their answers. The following paragraphs

may serve to help guide the discussion:

With a tax credit, a firm or individual determines the amount of taxes
owed the government, and then deducts a prescribed amount, called a tax
credit. At present, 40 percent of the first $10,000 spent on solar equip-
ment for a maximum of $4,000 can be deducted from the income tax. While

tax credits benefit people who install solar heating, other taxes mav have
to be raised to make up for the tax loss. In effect, a redistribution of

money takes place. Would X

Unless it can expecx to make a profit in the long run, a firm will not
invest its money. If, for example, the price of fossil energy-is kept low,
the coit of producing energy from new or marginal energy sources will probably
far exceed any expected profits to,be made for a long time to come. Firms .

will be unlikely to invest in rIvi energy production under such circumstances.
Gas companies have long argued that allowing the price of gas to adjust to
supply-demand equilibrium prices will induce companies to produce more gas.
An increase in the price of energy, while it may increase supply, usually
also means that the consumer must pay more. Would Not X

A tax on profits can have a negative effect on the decision to invest

in energy. The difficulty for government in taxing profits is to determine
the difference between excess or windfall profits and, profits necessary to

encqurage investment. Government taxing policies must not be a di:incentive

to investment. Would Not X

If the government leases its land to the energy industries at a low

price, investment is encourased. A low lease price, however, reduces

potential government income. Some argue that this is an unfair or un-

necessary "gift" to the firms. However, without a lcw price, firms may

not bid tor the land and the energy may remain undeveloped. Development

of energy sources on government land may compete with the use of this, land
for recreational or environmental protiction purposes. Would X

Banks make loans only if they expect to get paid back. Some energy

development operations are high risk enterprises. Banks have been reluc-

tant to make loans or have done so only at high interest rates, but

government guarantee might induce banks to make capital available for

93 '
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G.

. -Nenergy'development at a ldwer cost. Ir the banks divert their limited
capital to energy invesements, however, a scarciLy of capital for otner
investment-needs may occur. Would X

There is little profit in the early stages of research and develop-
ment. By supporting experimental and prototype work, the governmeqt can
encourage the growth of new technologieS and industries. Businesses and

universities bid for government contracts. However, any increase in
government expenditure can result in increased taxes for all. Will Not
Have X

(Note: This is a complex issue with severarNpossible 'right" answers.
Some of the points that should be brought up in a class discussion on this
subject follow; students might have other ideas to discuss.).

Deregulation could create an open, competitive market, causing priced
to fall and quantity to rise. But, when.deaLing with a limited resoutce
such as energy, prices.would not fall and would in fact continue to rise.
This would, however, stimulate short-term investment as profits would be
high.

If oil and natural gas prices were deregulated (causing their prices
to rise), investment in conservation and alternative energy sources--solar,
wind, and hydro power, biofuels, synfuels, etc.--would be stimulated because
they would then become econtmically feasible.

However, others argue that prices could become-so high that consumers might
not have the'capital available br the borrowing capacity to invest in alter-
natives. Thus, they would be trapped in vicious cycle--their fuel bills
so high they can't make the investments in alternatives so the bills will
be lower--but if they don't invest, next year's bills will be even higher.
It may make more and more people feel like they can never make ends meet.
Would X (debatable)



STUDENT HANDOUT

WHICH GOVERNMENT ACTION WOULD ENCOURAGE PRIVATE INVESTMENT?
WHICH WOULD NOT?

Check one (X)

Would Would Not
6

tr

1. Grant tax credits, wheieby the amount ef taxes Owed is
lowered.

2. Regulate the price of energy at a level industry con-
siders too low to make a profit.

3. Place a high tax on profits.

4. Make goveinment-owned land available to industries.
(Surveys inclirate that 50% of the coal,75% of the
shale oil, 40% of the uranium, and 60% of the geothermal
energy supplies in America/are on government land.)

5. Guarantee'loans for businesses making energy investments.

6. Pay for research and development in .new energy technology.,.

7. Allow the market forces of supply and demand to determine
energy prices.
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APPENDIX 1.

FREE ENTERPRISE AND CON§UMER EDUCATION OBJECTIVES

TOPIC 'OBJECTNES - The student will:

#A - FREE ENTERPRISE, BUSINESS 1. Distinguish between private
ORGANIZATIONS, AND PRIVATE PROPERTY and public property.

143 - TRADITION, COMMAND, AND
!1ARKET ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

.2. Identify private property as -
,

the basie foundation of a free
enterprise system.

3. Define a free enterprise
(capitalist) economy as a
system *here individuals and
busidesses risk their own
investment ih competition with
otheK indi-Viduals and busi-
nesses (managers) to produce
and distribute goods and .

services fo'r profit.

4. Identify elements of the
Itmerican economic system to
include: freedom, oppor-.
tunity, justice, efficiency,
graith, nd security.

5. Define competition as the
effort of two or more parties
to secure the business of a-
third party.

6. Describe.some ways in which
competition benefits the con-

.1 sumer.

7. Identify sole- proprietorshlp,
Oartnership, cooperatives, and
corporation as four types of
businesa organizations (in the

private ector).

8. Identify the categories of
economic systems: tradition,

command, and market.

9. Name the three questions that
all-economic systems must try
to answer: what is to be pro-

Auced? and, to whom will it be

distributed?
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#C - LABOR ORGANIZATIONS

- SCAPC1TY AND PRODUCTION

111 Dtfine labor force as people
employed or seeking employ-
ment%

11. Define laboi union as an
association of workers who are
organized to bargain collec-
tively with employers.

12. Define consumer goods as items
that are capable of satisfying
.a human want.

13. Define se.dces as work done
for others which does not
produce goods.

14. Identify why scarcity requires
choices.

15. Identify energy resources.

16. Define producer as a maker of
goods or a performer of ser-
vices.

17. Define production as the
creatioq of goods or services.

1 . Distinguish between producers
of goods and performers of
services.

19. Identify how substitutions can
be used when a resource
becomes more scarce.

1,111

20. Distinguish betwee consumer

good and a capital d.

--..--

21. Identify the factOrrof pro-

duction as natural resources,
labor, capital, amtmanage-
ment.

22. Identify how energy factors
affect the cost and availabi-
lity of goods and services.

23. Identify how environmental
factors affect the cost and
avairability of goods and

services.
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#E - CAPITAL INVESTMENT, PROFIT
MOTIVE, AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

24 Define capital goods as toolr,
equipment, machinery and build-
ings that are used in the pro-
duction of other goods and
services.

25 Define profit as the reward
for taking risk in business.

26. Define net profit as remainder
after all costs, expenses, and
taxes are satisfied.

27. Identify some ways in which
firms use profits.

28. Define economic growth as an
increase in a nation's total

'

SO s

#F - SPECIALIZATION, TECHNOLOGY, 29. Name some methods of economic
EXCHANGE AND INTERDEPENDENCE exchange.

#G - SUPPLY AND DEMAND

30. Define specialization as indi-
viduals or groups concen-
trating on one job rather than
ittempting to do many jobs.

31. Define exchange as obtaining
goods and services from others
in return for money, credit or
other goods and services.

32. Define technology as the use
of tools and/or knowledge to
produce goods and services.

33. Identify how technological
progress might result in lower
prices, increased produc-
tivity and a better quality

_product..

34. Define demand as the amount
of goods and services that
buyers are willing to buy.

35. 1Define marketplace as a set-
ting where goods and services
are bought, sold, or traded.

36. Define supply as the amount of
goods or services that sellers
are willing to sell.
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37. Name some factors which may
influence the supply of a good
or service.

38. Name, some factors which may
influence the demand for a
good or service.

39. Define demand as the amount of
goods and services thatbuyers
are willing to buy at each
specific price in a given mar-
ket at a given time.

40. Define market as a situation
in which individuals and busi-
nesses interact to buy, sell
or exchange goods and ser-
vices.

41. Define supply as the various
amounts of goods and services
that sellers are willing to
sell at each specific price ir
a given market at a given
time,

42. Define The Law of Supply and
Demand as follows: as the
price of a gond or service
increases, sellers will offer
more and buyers will demand
less;as price falls, sellers
will offer less and buyers
will demand more.

#H - PRICE, MARKET EQUILIBRIUM, 43.

AND INFLATION

44.

iiI - ADVERTISING AND MARKET RESEARCH 45.

46.

i
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Define price as the money
value set for a good or ser-
vice.

Define inflation as a decrease
in the purchasing power of
money.

Define advertising as a means
to inform people about a
firm's products or services,
or to persuade people td
purchase a firm's goods or
services rather than those
produced by a competitor.

Recognize misleading and non-
misleading advertising.



#..1,. DISTRIBUTION

- SCARCITY AND CONSUMER
DECISION-MAKING

#I. - PERSONAL AND FAMILY INCOME
AND BUDGETS

#M - SAVINGS AND PERSONAL
INVESTMENTS

i'-
47. Identify the different methods

of transportation used to dis-
tribute goods and services.

48. Define distribution as the
process for getting products
from producers to consumers.

49. Define consumers as users of
goods And services.

50. Define consumption as the use
of goods and services.

51. Identify some benefits of
comparison shopping.

52. Identify how a consumer choice
involves the giving up of
olher altcL,Latives.

53. Define impulse buying.

54. Define planned buying.

55. Identify some sources of
income.

56. Define budset as a plan for
the use of money, time and
other resources.

57. Distinguish between total pay
and "take home" pay.

58. Identify who must file and pay
an income tax.

59. Demonstrate the completion of
a simple income tax return.

60. Define savings as income which

is not spent for consumer goods
or services but is set aside
for future use.

61. Name reasons why people save.

62. Define personal investment as
the purchase of an asset (with
some degree of risk) for the
purpose of earning future
income.
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#N - FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS,
CONSUMER CREDIT, AND INTEREST RATES

,

!i0 - SELECTION, USE, AND CARE OF
GOODS AND SERVICES

r

#P - CONTRACTS, WARRANTIES, AND
GUARANTEES

#Q - CONSUMERS EDUCATION, RIGHTS,
AND RESPONSIBILITIES

63. Define credit as a promise to
pay in the future for goods,
services or money received
now.

64. Compare saving with a f'nan-
cial institution to saving at
home.

65. Define interest as money paid
for the use of money.

66. List some advantages of using
credit.

67. List some disadvantages of
using credit.

68. Identify some credit plans and
sources that may be used for
consumer purchases.

69. Identify the importance of
credit ratings and their
effect on the consumer.

70. Classify financial institu-
tions, suc4 as banks, savings
and loan, and other credit
institutions, according to the
services they provide.

71. Identify factors to b,!. con-

sidered when selecting a
consumer good or service.

7 State reasons why a higher
price does noe necessarily
indicate better quality.

73 Name some of the basic provi-
sions contained in warranties
and guarantees.

74 Identify some benefits of
consumer education to the con-
sumer.

75. Identify rights and responsi-
bilities of consumers while
interacting with providers of
goods and services.
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#R - CONSUMER LEGISLATION,
REGULATION, AND SERVICES

76. Names some consumer protection
Agencies, institutions, or
organizations (public or
private) that provide sources
of information and deal with
specific consumer problems.

77. Identify some advantages of
consumer protection laws to
consumers.

78. Identify some disadvantages of
consumer protection laws to
consumers.

#S - INSURANCE 79. Define insurance as the purchase
of protection against loss.

rt%

80. State the principle that
premiums which purchase insur-
ance are based primarily on
the degree of risk.

81. Identify ar'eas of protection
covered by various types of
personal insurance, such as
automobile, health, life and
home or property ownership.

#T GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONS (TAXATION, .82. Define taxes as money paid by
SPENDING, AND REGULATION) individuals and businesses to

local, state or national
governments to pay for goods
and services_

83. Define government regulations
as rules of conduct for consu-
mers and producers.

84. Identify kinds of taxes indi-
viduals may he required to
pay.

85. Define regulatory agencies as
appointed or elected groups of
individuals who are respon-
sible for preparing and
administering government
regulations.

86. Identify the sources of
government finance to include:
taxes,-borrowing, increasing
money supply, fees and other
service charges.
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0 - FEDERALSRESERVE SYSTEM AND
ROLE OF MONEY

f/V - INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND
MONETARY EXCHANGE

87. Name some different kinds of
goods and services provided by
local, state and national
governments.

88. Identify how money serves as
a medium of exchange.

89. Identify ways in which eco-
nomic conditions in one
country are influenced by
economic conditions in ot.her

countries.
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at Energy in Florida
present and future prospects

by Gerard G. Vcntre and Subrato Chandra

FSEC-EN-1-82 Mardi 1982

Why Solar ?
Ronda, the "Sunshine State," has abundant solar energy and a
significant population to utilize it. The only region of the U S.
that has more sunshine is the desert southwest, which is muc h
less populated and, consequently, has much less demand for
energy.

Florida does not have significant fossil fuel resources and is
located far from the coal producing states. Ninety percent of
Flonda's energy is denved from fossil fuels and almost all of its
energy is imported.

Fossil fuels are becoming scarce; world oil production will most
likely peak between 1985 and 2000 U.S. oil production peaked
in 1970.

Fossil fuels have environmental problems not only the build
up of various pollutants, but also the largescale pruduction of
carbon dioxide, which may seriously affect the world's climate

Florida's economy is vulnerable to fossil fuel supply inter-
ruptions, and it therefore behooves us to develop our valuable
energy resourcesunshine

Benefits of Solar
Solar is a renewable, clean energy that is in abundant supply

Devices powered by solar energy can save you money, help
conserve our nation's depleteable resources, and reduce our
dependence upon imported oil.

Unlike petroleum, the price and availability of solar energy are
not subject to manipulations by other nations.

A healthy solar industry wdl aid in Florida's industrial develop.
ment.

Solar applications are laborIntensive and will create jobs.

Solar energy represents a decentralized power source that
adapts to a variety of appropriate applications, ranging from
heating water to generating electricdy.

Solar energy has strong public appeal.

Sunshine is the most important reason for Florida's healthy
tourist industry.

The sun is the source of all life on earth.

Solar Water Heating
Water heating represents the state's oldest use of solar energy;
South Florida has had solar water heaters since 1900 It is
estimated that about 30,000 to 50,000 untts were installed by
1950, but about that time their popularity began to decline due
to readily available cheap energy from fossil fuels.

4
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Solar water heaters are simple, commercially available, and
economically competitive with electric water heaters..

Water heating accourts for about 25 percent of residential
energy use in Ronda, or roughly six percent of Florida's total
energy use.

Solar systems presently cost between $1,000-$3,000 (about
$2,000 average statewide) for a family of four and may save as
much as $225.$300/year in electric bills. They cost $50041,000
for doit-yourselfers.
Because they are material-intensive, the prices of sblar water
heaters are not expected to come down as they did for dec
tronic calculators. Consequently, the sooner a person buys a
solar water heater, the sooner he begins to save.

Federal income tax credtts of 40 percent of the system cost are
available. For a $2,000 solar water heater, the cost to the
consumer is only $1,200.

Florida now exempts solar systems from property tax and sales
tax.

There have been more solar water heaters installed in Honda
than in any other state except California, which has a much
larger population. On a per capita basis, Florida leads Califor.
nia in the number of installations

Projections/Goals: "2 million by 2000!"
Estimated No. of Units

1985 2000
Florida 300,000 2,000,000

(hot water only)
U.S.

(includes space heating)
California 1,500,000

(includes space heating)

2,500,000

The quahty of flatplate solar collectors has iniproved dramat .
ically over the past decade, both in performance and workman.
ship.

All solar water heaters manufactured or sold in Florida must
meet standards developed by the Florida Solar Energy Center

Solar Pool Heating
Solar pool heat.I.; is not only currenOy available, It also is the
most economically attractive solar technology

A large market potential exists in Florida, due to the great
number of pools and the steadily growing population to enjoy
them.

Individual savings by substituting solar heat for fossil fuels in
heating a swimming pool are significant
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Pool heating is a major solar industry The square footage
production of low.temperature pool collectors has exceeded
that of all other kinds combined (primarily because considera .
bly larger collector areas are required for pool heating).

Typical residential costs are about $9 60043,200 for commer .
cially built and installed solar pt.._ neaters. They typically
extend the swimming season three to four months beyond the
normal season in Florida.

An solar pool heaters manufactured or sold in Florida must
meet standards developed by the Florida Solar Energy Center

Solar Space Heating and Cooling
Space heating accounts for only about 9-10 percent of residen.
nal energy use in Florida due to our warm climate

Therefore. active space heating systems are economically
unattractive in most of Florida Exceptions Do-it yourself sys-
tems may be economical in northern Florida.

Space cooling accounts for about 33 percent of residential
energy use in Florida.

It behooves us to develop solar coohng because the sun shines
most brightly (i e , the solar resource is most available) when
fhe er conditioning is most needed.

However, solar therrnal cooling (absorption, Rankine, or
desiccant cycles) is economically unattractive today. Present
cost is about $30,000 installed for a typical residential absorp.
non system Future prospects may improve if significant cost.
reducing breakthroughs are made Commercial applications
appear more promising.

Solar coohng by photovoltaic cells generating electricity and
driving conventional air conditioners may become at tractive in
the future if photovoltaic prices come down as projected.

,
Passive solar and low-energy building design techniques that
work well m a hot, humid climate such as Florida's need be
developed (The word "passive" implies neural use of the solar
environment to achieve the comfort levels desired. Very httle
or no mechanical equipment is required with passive designs.)

Passive cooling in Florida involves a combination of heat gain
prevention techniques, heat rejection strategies, and the
proper use of heat storing materials in the building design

Solar Cells/Photovoltaics
Photovoltaic or solar cells are very attractive, as they generate
electricity directly from the sun without any moving parts or
noise. Therefore, many energy end. uses can be provided, rang .
ing from household lighting to utility electricity generation.

Their technical feasibility/reliability has been proven through
the space program's use of cells to power satellites.
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The major bener is cost At present, photovoltaics are comet-
hive only in remote applications such as water pumping for
irrigation', communications relay stations, cathodic (corrosion)
protection of bridges, etc.

Unlike solar thermal collectors (like those used for water heat-
ing), large reductions in cell costs are expected in the future.
Department oi Energy R&D already has reduced cell costs
from $200/peak watt to $7 $l 5/peak watt. A major DOE R&D
effort is under way

1986 cost projections by DOE for residential
applications (;n 1980 dollars):

Array Cost 60.70
(S/peak watt)

System Cost $1.60
(S/peak watt)

Equivalent electricity 7c/kwh
cost in Florida
NOTE: Peak watts refer to electric power

produced when the sun is brightest.

The national goal is to have SOO MW of photovoltaic electric
generating capacity by 1990.

The two meor areas of photovoltaic research at the Florida
Solar Energy Center are 1) utility interactive residential sys-
tems, and 2) stand alone systems for remote applications

Eriersy from Biomass
Biomass resources include all organic matter except the fossil
fuels.

Examples of bicunass resources include urban refuse, manure,
logging and wood production, forestry residues, crop residues,
indust rial wastes, municipal sewage sludge, special energy
crops, and aquatic energy farms

Biomass energy conversion techniques include direct combus-
tion. thermo-ch ?meal gasification and liquefaction, anaerobic
digestion for methane production, sugar fermentation to pro-
duce alcohol, and hydrogen production.

There is a relative abundance of usable land in tbe US , particu-
larly in Florida

Environmentally, orgamc wastes are typically low in sulfur, and
the production of ash in combustion is much less a problem
than with coal Nitrous oxides will be produced, as always,
when combust ton occurs in air.

Water hyacinths can be used to generate methane gas This
proc _ss currently is not cost effective. but when it becomes so
it will also help free Florida's waterways for both navigation and
recreation.

Biomass fuels (or latofuels) presently contribute approximately
one to two percent of our (U S ) energy needs, mostly as direct
combustion of wood.
Because of chmate and terrain, Florida is exceptionally well
suited to develop biomass resources. The combmation of rain-
fall and long growing seasons, which allows for muhi-crop
production; makes Florida a leader in terms of biomass
resource potential.
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stable economic base. Solar industrial process heat could pro.
vide Florida with more manufacturing capability (I e more
industry), more jobs, and a stronger economy.

An industry that is partially fueled by solar energy would be
environmentally more acceptable than the heavily fossil-
dependent Industries that have developed over the last century
in other parts of the country.

There are possible applications of solar industrial process heat
to Florida's citrus and paper industries, whose relatively low
temperature requirements could easily be met by energy from

the sun

Solar Industrial Process Heat
The industrial sector is the largest user of energy in the U S.,
accounting for approximately 37 percent of the total national
energy uonsumption. However, only 18 percent of Florida's
total energy use is for industry

Production of process heat and steam accounts for approxi-
mately tun thirds of the total energy used by industry

There is significant potential for the use of solar energy to
provide process heat and ,team and, therefore, to make a signif-
icant contribution to the nzilon's energy needs.
Not only is Florida in an extremely vulnerable position in terms
of available fossil fuels, its economy is heavily dependent upon
tourism, which could be severely affected by liquid fuel short.
ales These same fuel shortages could ac celerate the migration
of Northerners to the attractive warmer climates of Florida.
Consequently, there would be a need for both jobs and a more
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-, Agricultural Applications
Agriculture is the world's greatest user of

solar energy for human needs, with about
11 percent of the land area under permanent crops.

Agricultural applications of solar energy include heating and
cooling of greenhouses, food processing, grain drying, crop
drving, and heating o( livestock shelters.

The temperatures required for many agricultural processes are
relatively low.

The basic technology already exists for collecting the required
heat from the sun

Most agricultural applications have intermittent heat require.
ments (i e , the requirements vary with the weather and the
planting, growing, and harvesting seasons). Because of limited
seasonal use, the solar systems must be set low in cost to be
economically attractive.

Presently, the major agricultural application of solar energy in
Florida has been for greenhouse heating

Like ot her applications, solar energy for agric ulture will become
more attractive as the cost of conventional fuels continues to
escalate

Other Solar Applications
There are other solar technologies and applications that either
are not particularly suited for Florida or will not be available
until well into the future. These te, hnologies include wind
power, solar thermal electric conversion, ocean thermal energy
conversion, and solar power satellites.

Wind power systems will become increasingly attractive in
those locations of the country where the amount and quality of
the wind energy make them economically viable The potential
for wind generated electricity is significant on a national scale,
but there is limited potential in Florida, mainly along the coast-
line or possibly offshore

Solar thermal electric conversion technologies can be catego
rued as central receiver plants, distributed collector systems,
or total energy systems Most of these systems use high tem-
perature concentrating collectors which must track the sun
(and are consequently quite expensive) Because of their depen-
dence on a large ratio of direct sunlight to diffuse sunlight, these
cestems at present do not appear particularly attractive for
l' londa.

Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) could derive signif-
icant energy from the Gulf of Mexico, off the Keys, and m the
Florida Straits, however, serious technological and economic
problems must be alleviated if this futuristic alternative is ever
to become a significant supplier of our nation's energy
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Solar power satellites (SPS) possess features which are parocu.
lady attractive for longer term energy supply The interface of
this program with NASA Kennedy Space Center activities is of
special interest to Floridians Although the size (on the order of
25 to 50 square miles per satellite), cost and complexities of this
program are enormous, its contributions beyond theyear 2000

could be very significant

Conclusions
Although the contribution of solar water and pool heaters in
displacing fossil fuels is small, the applkation of these technolo-
gies should be strongly pursued for the following reasons

They represent a Florida industry which encompasses
approximately 75 manufacturers and 300 vendors.

The installation of solar equipment is labor.intensive.
The manufacturing of solar equipment is a new and envi .

ronmentally clean industry. ..

Domestic water and pool heating (and some agricultural
uses) ere presently the only cost effective solar technol .
ogles which are applicable to Florida's energy needs.

The success of these near term technologies should influ
ence the rate and manner in which other solar technol-
ogies are introduced.

The public awareness and acceptance of near term solar
technologies may have a positive influence on the public's
attitudes and practices concerning energy conservation.
A solar water heater allows direct citizen contact with and
utilization of energy.conserving equipment while pro-
viding a needed commodity (hot water) and immediate
savings on monthly energy bills.

The development of widespread solar industry involves
the solution of a variety of institutional problems that will
pave the way for a more rapid introduction of the future
solar technologies (i.e , problems and conflicts associated
with financing and inspecting systems, regulating the
industry, and protecting the consumer)

In 1980, the U S spent over $80 billion on oil imports alone The
1982 federal budget for solar development was less than $300
million dollars.
Florida (which has a large and rapidly growing Population and is
heavily dependent upon energy-intensive tourism) is blessed
with abundant sunshine Florida should vigorously pursue the
development of solar energy technologies offering the greatest
benefits to Floridians. Those to which we should make our
most serious commitment include.

1 Domestic water and pool heating
2 Passive solar and low energy building design.
3 Photovoltaic!. (including photovoltaic cooling)
4 Energy from biomass.

In the longer term, ocean thermal energy conversion and other
solar technologies may be important to Floridians

Current Uses of Energy by Sector in Florida
and the U.S.

SECTOR ,
FlORIDA U.S.

Transportation 36% 25%

Residential/Commercial 38% 38%
Industrial 18% 37%

Governmental and other
non-energy end uses. 8%

This document was promulgated at a cost of $523 07, or 104 per
copy, to provide information concerning solar energy in
Florida .e
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